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u ARRAIAL

COLORFUL FUN ...

ARRAIAL

... IN PORTUGAL’S STREETS
Arraial – a game on the topic of street
parties in Portugal, that you can play with
two players, with three or four players,
and even on your one, the time to play is
about 15 minutes per player. The makers
of the game have changed their name to
MEBO from previously being Mesa Boardgames, they are a small publisher who already got noticed with „viral“ and various
other titles.

The box promises party! Colorful it is, and
there are some shapes in it, so maybe a
building game? No, Arraial is something
totally different, but it is fun all the same.
People love to party in Portugal, often it
happens spontaneously and without any
special reason, but always with dancing
music, tasty food and drinks.
The party happens in the
street, with the neighborhood, with friends
and acquaintances and if
someone happens to just
pass by is of course encouraged to participate.
This colorful goings-on
is called „Arraial“ by the
Portuguese! How to pronounce this? No idea, and
it doesn’t matter anyway,
because according to the
game designers (of course
Portuguese) it depends
on where in Portugal the
party happens.

8
player who attracted most visitors, very
simple!
The box holds four street boards and four
barriers as well as a central board with a
spinner. Then there are 24 tile cards who
work as place holders for the 72 tiles.
Those tiles come in yellow, blue, green
and red, and in each color there are two
different shapes, so that there is a total of
eight shapes to play with.
The game is played in
three phases, so you have
a phase card and a marker
token in the box.
There are also 56 wooden
visitors, nine each in the
four colors plus 20 more
neutral white ones, and
four pairs of visitors, in
the colors of yellow, blue,
green, and red. Three
starting player markers
are provided, but you
need only one.
Equally easy, too, are the well-structured
rules of the game:
Each player is given a board for his street
with a party area, the size of which depends on the number of players. There
is a common board for use of all players,
featuring a circular spinner board. This

spinner board always holds three cards
featuring booths for the street party and
which are available to the active player.
Those cards are placeholders for the actual street booths in varying shapes and
colors.
There are four types of booths, and two
shapes for each color. A foot note at this
point – the illustrator was not stingy with
ideas here, there are – just so – various
lovingly illustrated images within the
same category.
Kati Knoll
Nice Tetris variant with a rare and very nice topic,
the attractive design transports the colorful festive
flair very well!
If it is your turn, you can use up to maximum three action points: Rotate the spinner disc by 90 degrees for one point, and/
or take a card and put the respective part
into your street, also for one point. However, you need to take minimum one card
in the first and second phase of the game
and integrate the corresponding tile; and
you have to do this in exactly the same
direction in which it was orientated towards you on the spinner disc. Therefore,
it is possible to not rotate the spinner disc
at all and to take three cards, but it is not
allowed to rotate three times and not take
a card. After this, you integrate the parts
into your street party and refill the spinner
disc, by choosing from three cards on display, thereby determining what the next
player has available to fill his board.
The selected street booths need to be integrated attractively and at the same time
space-saving to attract as many visitors as

I have explained the topic
of the game, but how does
it work on the board? Each
player has his own „street“
for the party to begin. At
the end, the winner is the
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Whenever two street booth tiles of the
same color are located next to each other,
a visitor of the same color arrives. When
the booth then grows bigger, you get
no additional visitors but the pair that is
worth two points can be the those that tip
the scales. Those pairs – there is one per
color – always want to be where there is
most of the action, or on the biggest area.
Should a player manage, to fill a complete
row of his street with tiles, regardless of
their color, he receives more space. His
street barrier moves upwards, and neutral visitors arrive who are not yet sure if
they want to join the festivities. Only after
the successful completion of the current
phase (one stack of cards has been used),
the barrier is moved down, and the white
visitors yield points.
The second phase is played like the first
one, and in the third and final phase you
need to make use of two cards instead of
one, despite a total of three action points.

phantastically well with two players, as
well as with three and four. The solo version is rather reminding me of Sudoku
but is fun as well. þ

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

Kati Knoll
(c) Pictures sjonnie (BGG), Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: N. B. Sentieiro, P. Soledade
Artist: Nuno Saraiva
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Mebo Games 2018
www.mebo.pt

1-4
AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

EVALUATION
Tile placement, area filling
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Very nice topic * Good
family game * Solo version works very well *
(c) Image sjonnie (BGG)
Compares to:
Tetris and other area filling games
Other editions:
Pandasaurus Games (en)

What does that all remind me of? Exactly,
of the good old Tetris. Which also explains
why the same melody is in my head all
the time while playing ...
The advantage is that one grasps the
rules nearly intuitively, and you can begin
to play after a short “oh yes” phase. During the three phases of the game it can
pay off to use varying strategies. It works
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My lines for WIN

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

We are pleased to be able to present the
last issue of 2018 and of WIN Volume
#42, this time featuring 56 short presentations of games and a total of 70 games.
With the beginning of new year and
Volume of WIN, a big but unavoidable
change for WIN will happen – we change
the publication frequency from monthly
issues to bi-monthly issues; this is partly due to unexpected personal events
like my fall and the resulting inactivity
of nearly three months, and partly also
due to time problems for my helpers in
publishing WIN. I want to thank them
all for their untiring and continuing efforts – Bernhard Czermak for the layout,
Dennis Rappel for Social Media presence,
Roman Heinzinger for managing the
website and Klemens Franz for the title
and back pages design.
I hope that you all will remain our readers and will inform yourself on the latest
games and trends.
Current issues of win, can be found on
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and for Games Companion Game by
Game see
http:// www.gamescompanion.at.

My rating:

possible. As already mentioned, the parts
must be put on the board in exactly the
same orientation as they were pointing
at you on the disc, and you cannot insert
the booths into your street, there must be
a gap big enough to let you slide the tile
to its end position. If it has arrived at level,
you are however, allowed to slide it sideways in both directions, if there is room.

REVIEW
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u THE RISE OF QUEENSDALE

LEGACY FROM ALEA

THE RISE OF QUEENSDALE
A SPOILER-FREE REVIEW

Even before it’s official publication
date of April 2018, The Rise of Queensdale was talked about everywhere.
More than once I was accosted by
gaming friends and also designers about how intensely the Legacy
Game by Inka and Markus Brand was
promoted. Their reputation preceded
the designer duo, as it had already
clearly shown their talent for challenging and innovative game art with very
good games for experts, for instance
with the award-winning Village. So
then why not also try their hand at the
Legacy concept which at that point
had made its successful debut in the
marked but had not yet appeared in
the Euro Games range.
The box of The Rise of Queensdale is
a lot bigger than the boxes for the
games in the other series of alea
games and begins, declared by the
One on the box, its own series. A very
nice detail in my opinion, not only
for collectors of alea/Ravensburger
games.
Praise also is due to Michael Menzel,
who has once again surpassed himself
in the creation of the box cover illustration. The cover shows the valley of
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Queensdale where all is supposed to
begin. His Majesty, King Nepomuk II.,
wants to have a castle built in Queensdale to further a quicker recovery of
his Queen and is assigning the task to
us. The valley is quickly divided into
four fiefdoms for us four stalwarts and
the game can begin.
The construction of the castle spans
several epochs (games) and those
epochs are divided into rounds. Each
player commands five dice for such a
round, the sides of which show once
each resources – wood, stone, guilders
and loam - and twice a symbol for action. At the start of round, all players
roll their dice simultaneously and then
are active in turn, beginning with the
starting player. If you are active, you
may place one and only one of your
dice. For resources results, the board
offers up to two resources of the respective type. Resources are needed
for nearly all placement cases of the action board and are therefore intensely
contested. If for instance, you want to
extend your fief with a new building,
you need minimum four building materials and often also a handful of guilders. A cost that really pays for itself, as,
besides advantages for the game flow,
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you also earn fame points towards the
meeting of the epoch goal.
Helpful support also provided by the
Scout action for collecting herb tiles.
When you place a die showing the
action symbol, the good man moves
up to four court cases and on the way
collects all herbs known to him as well
as that many bonuses. At the begin he
is a bit clumsy and inexperienced, but
ability and knowledge of this diligent
helper grow with every herb hut, as
does your standing with the king.
Dennis Rappel
An interesting experience with a competitive Euro
and Legacy game, with a solid concept and enough
interaction; for me, however, it is not generic enough
for a perennial, and, unfortunately, you do not play
the whole story, either.

In accordance with mother Nature
and with the the successfully passed
builder exam in our pocket, we should,
as the last point on our agenda, jolly
along the king’s people, because
building a castle is no bed of roses
and if you cooperate you achieve your
goals more quickly. So, this is reason
enough for spending an action for
and to improve our standing in society in exchange for food (bread). For
a reward, we receive fame points and
further resources from production
buildings.
When all players have placed their
dice, a round ends, and the next one

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)

Already in playing the introductory
game for this legacy game from alea,
you quickly realize that it is a race for
resources and buildings. There would
be time enough to complete all tasks
if not for all those fellow players standing in the way on the best action
cases. As regards to resources, in each
round you have a new chance for
double revenue, but the situation is
different with buildings. Dawdlers pay
additional costs there or must come
up with an entirely new plan.
This provides a good measure of challenge and interaction, both of which
are often lacking in many Euro games.
Graphics and background story, too,
invite you for more and provide absolutely interesting changes in the
game. I am, however, less enamored
with the narrative structure and its
upbuild that goes along with it. In our
games, I did not manage to learn all
aspects in the tale of Queensdale. Of
course, you can simply add their new
mechanics after playing through, but
this, for me, takes away too much of
the legacy flair. In this context, I also
think it is a pity that the game cannot
be reset completely.

it to players who like strategy games
in the expert range, but you should
be prepared to meet regularly to tell
the story to its end and to get to know
as many new aspects as possible. For
me, as one who prefers heavy artillery
games, The Rise of Queensdale is a bit
to generic, but yet a nice experience! I
could be persuaded to play again! þ
Dennis Rappel

INFORMATION
Designer: Inka & Markus Brand
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 68 Euro
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Legacy, strategy
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Beautiful graphics * Interesting story * Welltried mechanisms * Good rules * Generic
topic
Compares to:
Charterstone
Other editions:
Ravensburger (en)

All in all, I do like the game very well
and I like it even better than Charterstone. I would especially recommend
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PLAYERS:

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

My rating:

can begin. Play continues until at least
one player has achieved his epoch
goal via the fame points track. Whoever achieves this, his assigned new
tasks at that point, but the path to resolve them is long and stone. The rise
of Queensdale can begin.

Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u AUZTRALIEN

GREAT OLD ONES IN DOWN UNDER

AUZTRALIEN
REALLY SPELLED WITH A Z

Australia was the last continent to be discovered, charted and surveyed by Europeans; no wonder that the Great Old Ones
after their defeat by Humans under the
leadership of Sherlock Holmes in the year
1888 took refuge there in the deepest hinterland. But mankind expands and, finally,
Auztralia, too, is explored by rails tracks
leading from harbors at the coast into the
heartland, with the purpose to set up farms
and to extract resources from the Outback;
but gold, coal, phosphates and iron are not
the only things that we will find there ...
On the double-sided board (showing the
South East or the South West of Australia;
when three or four players are participating, the South East side is used) you lay out
– using so-called surveyor tiles on various
hex cases – coal, phosphate, iron and, of
course face-down, also tiles for the Great
Old Ones in varying strength (for instance
Cthulhu, Shoggothen, Mi-Go‘s, Zombies,
Cultists, etc.). This guarantees that each
game is different in its starter set up, a very
good solution, I must say.
Each of the maximum four players is
equipped with various starting components like farms, rail track tiles, 20 grey little
cubes for markers, a little bit of gold, coal
and iron and a time disc to put on the time
track that runs around the board. Further-
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more, there are various decks of cards, like
Revelation cards – they are used to reveal
and move the tiles of the Great Old ones,
Personality cards with helpful characters
and a very important harbor disc, which is
placed on a coastal case in front of every
player.
Very interesting, but not new, is the turn
order in the game – the active player is the
player who is currently furthest back and on
top on the time trick (just as, for instance,
in “Jenseits von Theben”). You can spend
maximum three time units (ZE) at one time,
for many actions, however, the spending is
limited to one ZE.
Essentially, the mechanism is a worker
placement mechanism, whereby each player, however, selects the desired action out
of ten possible options on his own action
board with his own markers and then resolves the action immediately. You can also
use action where there are already markers,
by paying one gold per marker already on
the case; an option that is readily used by
players, because you can only take back the
markers from the board by resolving the action “collect markers”, which, however, costs
1 ZE; until then, they stay in place which
results in a corresponding multitude of actions.
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But now to the action:
For “place rail track” at the cost of 1 coal
and 1 iron for two tracks at the same time,
there are two action cases; payment of 3
ZE allows you to place them on the separation line between all three landscape types
available on the board; if you pay only two
ZE you cannot lay track on a hill case. Of
course, there are various additional rules for
track building that need to be taken into account. The action option “extract resource”,
which is also available on two action cases,
you can completely empty one type of resources, for instance iron, from a landscape
tile that is connected to your track network.
The important action “set up farm” can be
used to build one to three farms for payment of one to three ZE; if you build two or
three farms, you must build them on different landscape types, which must of course
be reachable with your own tracks. This
demands planning ahead already in the action “place track”, as each of your own, still
intact farm scores two victory points, and if
you build them you are paid one gold per
farm. Action options of “import/export” and
“hire help” are used to swap resources (coal,
iron, gold) at certain exchange rates or to
hire an often very useful character, selected
from those on display, who assists you in
combat, once only, at the end of the game
or permanently. 36 character cards offer
enough variation, another point in favor of
the game.
The action options „acquisition of military
unit” and “attack” merit a special mention;
they must be resolved in any case and are
somehow the core of this game by Martin
Wallace, because, at some point, they will
appear, those Great Old Ones. There are five

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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AUZTRALIEN t

different types of military units, in some
cases extremely limited in number, some
of them even only available three times,
so that not every player can acquire every
type of unit – there are Infantry, Armored
Cars, Airships, etc., and they have different
costs in gold, but also different resistance
values against the Great Old Ones as well
as landscape ranges of 0 to 4 hex cases
outside your own track network. It is recommended to diversify your military unit
types as much as you can, to one minimum
three or more different types of units if
possible. You will appreciate them during
combat, because not every Great Old One
can be fought equally well against with any
type of unit; and in case of still unrevealed
opponents you do not know which Great
Old One is hiding there.
Gert Stöckl
A very well-made and felicitous game by Martin
Wallace, this time combining a railroad topic with
the Great Old Ones like Cthulhu etc.
The Great Old Ones awaken and become
active, when a certain case on the time
track, case 22 out of 53, that is, is crossed;
they even have their own time disc on the
time track and they thus become active, exactly like any player, when the disc is in last
position on the track, resulting in the using
up of exactly one ZE by the Great Old Ones.
On every second case on the time track, a
Revelation card is drawn, too, and resolved.
This very often results in the revealing of a
Great Old One on a certain case – the board
cases are numbered. For each such activation by a Great Old One card, one or more
open types of Great Old Ones (there are five
that move) eventually advance one step in
direction of the nearest farm, which is inevitably destroyed when it is reached, or in
direction of the nearest harbor, regardless
of which player owns farm or harbor. By
the way, should the harbor of a player be
reached, and the involved player cannot
win the resulting combat, one of the game
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Combat resolving in case of
fighting the various types of
the Great Old Ones has been
done very elegantly. There
are no dice, but for each
round of combat exactly one
card is revealed and checked,
if the combat units previously selected for the fight by the
player, cause damage to the
respective opponent, or not.
Then you check, which military units take
damage from the Great Old One or if you
need to destroy an airship or how high the
loss of Mental Health is for the current combat; the starting value before each fight is
3. Should the value of Mental Health fall
below Zero, the flight is lost, all damaged
units are immediately destroyed and the
fight ends. For each hit taken by the Great
Old one, a marker of the respective player is
placed on it. If the Resistance value of such
an opponent is reached, he is defeated, and
players involved in the defeat by having
caused damage now and previously divide
the resulting victory points evenly among
themselves.
Cthulhu is that strong that in fact he cannot be defeated in one round of combat
by one player alone. At this point, a semicooperative way to act comes into play;
you can withdraw certain types of military
units before round of combat begins, even
all of them if you want to. Of course, you
are not refunded the time units that you
have spent for this, as you have to spend
one ZE in advance for nearly every type of
military unit; some units can be used without spending ZEs for them, but an attack
always costs one ZE. The more types, however, that you use the higher the probability that you cause enough damage to the
Great Old One.
When the game end is triggered (a harbor
is destroyed, or all time discs have arrived
at the end of the time track), the score for
each player is calculated. Each undestroyed
farm is worth two points, each phosphate
resource scores three points (they are very
scarce), plus victory points from tiles of
Great Old Ones that you killed alone, victory points from cooperatively killed Great
Old Ones and points from eventual character cards. The chief attraction, however, is,
that you also score the victory points for
the Great Old Ones. Each destroyed farm is
worth one point, each revealed Great Old

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

Ones as many points as the tile shows, and
– here we are – each Great Old one still hidden, scores double his value. Yes, the Great
Old Ones can win the game, too, this happens mainly when players look after their
own interests instead acting against them
consequently and strongly, meaning that
a player only builds farms and collects resources. You really have to build track to
connect the Great Old Ones and then fight
them together, of course with the necessary military units, because if you not do
this, they will unavoidably win.
Conclusion: A really, really well-made and
felicitous game by Martin Wallace (and I do
not like all of them, truly!), that is fun to play.
It also comes with variants for experienced
players that give even more strength to the
Great Old Ones. It must be said, however,
that a rather high frustration tolerance is
necessary, because it can happen that a
strong Great Old One keeps destroying one
farm often the other by only one player, because these farms have been built along his
own track, often only a few cases apart. This
can really hurt, especially towards the end
of the game, when each destroyed farm
causes the loss of two victory points. þ
Gert Stöckl

INFORMATION
Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: James Colmer
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Schwerkraft-Verlag 2018
www.schwerkraft-verlag.de

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

13+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Military/economy/adventure/rails
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it pl pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Variable starting set-p * Variety also from
character card * Basically, a worker placement game * Variants for experienced
players
Compares to:
First game combining railway and Cthulhu,
maybe “A Study in Emerald” from the same publisher
Other editions:
Ediciones MasQueOca (pt), Giochix (it), Ludofy (es),
Nuts! Publishing (fr), Phalanx (pl), Schilmil/
Stronghold (en)

My rating:

end conditions has been
met; otherwise, the game
ends when all time discs of
all players have reached the
end of the track.
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u LISBOA

WORKER PLACEMENT WITH CARDS

LISBOA

AFTER A DISASTROUS EARTHQUAKE, LISBON IS REBUILT
On November 1st, 1755, the town of Lisbon was hit by a tremendous earthquake
that destroyed almost all the buildings and
caused a series of fires. But after just one
month, a great plan to rebuild the town was
designed and accepted by the King. It was
an orderly plan to take out all the rubble
and to build a series of new shops and public buildings right in the center of the town.
The game is based on this “plan” and players
are the nobles of that Country who contributed to win this incredible economic and
engineering challenge.
From the graphic point of view, it is certain
the map and the cards will not please everybody, as both are based on paintings of that
time, and the pastel colors are not so strong.
But the box is a perfect example of “how to
edit a game”: as it happened with “The Gallerist”, it is composed of fixed and mobile
thermoformed “boxes” that will easily store
all the components, completed by a transparent lid, provided to avoid any dispersion
of pieces. Very, very nice.
As it already happened in other games of
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Vital Lacerda, components are plentiful and
well done. I will not list them as we will discuss their use later, but the board is not the
best example of this kind of components,
especially on the right side, where the buildings will be placed: pale colors, ordinary
buildings - it seems that it was graphically
designed twenty years ago, but it works
all the same, so we did not have any problem during play. The players boards, on the
other hand, are particularly well done and
we need to detail them a little better (see
also Picture 2): they are formed from different layers of cardboards glued together,
but one of them is cut with different “windows” to host the colored cubes without t
them slipping away (similar to the boards
of “Scythe”). Under the top and bottom, in
parts of those boards there are also some
“empty” spaces used to insert the cards.
Very practical and interesting: it could be a
good idea for other games in the future. See
Picture 2.
The rules are in English, and they have
many pictures and samples that facilitate
the study, but Lisboa is not an easy game,
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so Lacerda also provided four “summary”
booklets where all the important components (cards, icons, etc.) are presented and
explained in detail. Be prepared to spend
the first game just to learn the rules, the mechanics, the many icons and to understand
the possible strategies. It took about four
hours to play our first game, but the second
lasted only three hours and the following
ones 120-150 minutes.
Pietro Cremona
A very interesting but complex game on an argument that obliged me to make an historical research
on that earthquake. You need a couple of games to
be certain to have learned all the rules. For expert
games that do not mind some planning ahead.
Set-up is quite laborious, we suggest leaving it to the person hosting the game: consider about 30 minutes to put everything
on the table. Again, I will not go into details,
as we will touch them later. Your start the
game with ten reis (local money), one “architect”, one “clergy” and one “royal favor”
tile, eight meeples (courtiers), eight houses
and five cubes of one color for the personal
board. About 60 cubes (red, blue and white)
are randomly sorted and placed on the
board in the related cases to simulate the
rubble after the earthquake. “Action” and
“Objective” cards are also placed on their
own spaces. Action cards (also called “political cards”) are divided into four different

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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decks: five cards of the blue deck are distributed to each player, while the red ones are
placed on the board. Each player sends one
courtier to “Court” on the left of the board:
we may finally start the game.
The real “heart” of Lisboa are the “political
cards” (see Picture 3 for an example) because they are used for different kinds of
actions. The players will get five “blue” cards
at the set-up, while the red ones are placed
face down on the table in four different
“reserve” stacks, each one bearing identical
symbols on the back. The first card of each
stack is then revealed.

the Noble or of the “Objects”
- In the bottom part is showed the instant “bonus” granted by a Noble or
the permanent bonus of the Treasury
cards if they are placed on the personal
board.
Each player, on his turn, should do the following:
- Play a card from his hand
- Execute the action related to that card
- Draw the top most card of one of the
four reserve decks

REVIEW

cial bonus printed on its bottom, while each
Treasury card will assign the bonus printed
on its top: a discount on the construction of
the building, a discount on the cleaning of
the rubbles, money, etc. Immediately after
having inserted a card under his board the
player may execute also one or two extra
actions: (1) loading resources on a ship (if
already built) in order to gain money and/
or Victory Points, or (2) execute one of the
two “complementary” actions connected to
one of the “Big” nobles (each noble has two
alternatives). In this case it will be also necessary to pay some resources and use one
of the following: sending courtiers to the
court, purchasing a ship, produce resources
from your shops, purchase objective cards,
etc. See Picture 5.
The SECOND POSSIBILITY is to go to the
“Court”: you play a card of one of the three
nobles and pay a number of “Influence
Points” (IP) equal to the number of enemy
supporters already in the related section.
Let’s say, for example, that you are the
Green player and you wish to play Manuel
de Maia (The Chief Engineer): looking at the
that part of the Court you note that there
are 2 red, 1 green and 1 yellow “courtiers”
(meeples), so you need to spend 3 IP in order to play your card. (NOTE: all the courtiers are placed in the court
using one of the “complementary actions”).
Now you have the right to
use the “primary” action
for Manuel de Maia (building a magazine) AND one
of his two “complementary actions” (this time for
free). Going to the Marquis de Pombal will let you
to take one of the “Decree”
cards (they show different
objectives to accomplish
by the end of the game)
and the King José Primo
will allow you to open a
“Public” building.

There are two different kind of cards: the
“Nobles” (with the picture of the King -pink,
the Prime Minister- blue, and the Chief Engineer - green) and the “Treasury” (with the
drawing of some “objects” or “actions”).

I will try to describe in a simplified way all
the possible actions allowed by the political
cards, without entering too much in details
because the goal of this review is just to let
you to understand the flow of the game.

- The top of the cards shows the number
of “Influence Points” (IP) granted by the
Nobles. Alternatively, they show the
variations of the State Treasury created
by the Treasury cards.
- In the middle there are the drawing of

The FIRST POSSIBILITY is to place the selected card under your personal board: on
top if it is a Noble, or on the bottom if it is a
Treasury (please look at Picture 4 to have a
better idea)
Each added Noble card will grant the spe-
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

The THIRD POSSIBILITY
is to finance an “Event”:
you play a Treasury card in
the Court, you pay a certain number of reis
and you may immediately take the related
action (the same that we have seen on each
noble and some extra ones that allow you
to get resources). In this case no “complementary” actions are permitted.
The FOURTH POSSIBILITY is to simply discard a card and take a “gold” resource.
Finally, you select one of the four top cards
of the reserve decks and the turn goes to
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the following player. When three of the four
“red” stacks are exhausted the second “Era
should start. “Violet” cards are distributed
to the players (they all must have 5 cards in
hand) and the “Brown” cards are placed on
the table, again in four stacks with only the
top one visible.
When three of the “brown” stacks are exhausted the game proceeds to end of the
current turn and then stops: the victory
points are calculated, and the winner is decided.
This is “in short” how the game works: if
you wish more information please go on
reading, otherwise pass… to the following
review. What follows, in effect, is a series of

detailed information on all the actions and
may be boring if you think that Lisboa is not
the game for you.
More information on the main actions.
Building Shops or Public Buildings on the
right side of the board are probably the less
“spontaneous” actions. Please look at Picture 6 to better understand the description:
The town’s center is a grid of four main
streets (yellow, pink, brown and blue) and
Public Buildings (all around). All the colored
cubes that you see on the picture are “rubbles” of different “weight”: the blue ones
are the “lighters” and cost 1 real to be removed; the red ones are the “medium” and

need two reis, while the white ones are very
heavy and need 3 reis to be transported.
The “Shops” are those “ugly” tiles on the
right of the picture: when you decide to
build one of them you place a Manuel de
Maia card in the Court, take a shop and select the downtown case where you wish to
install it. Now you must look at the cubes on
the far right of the selected case and on the
bottom of the related main street: you may
get one of them for free for your personal
board, but you must add the value of the
remaining ones and pay the total in reis. An
example: see Picture 6: For a shop on the
second case of row “B” you must consider
4 rubble cubes: 1 white (on the right side),
1 red and 2 blue cubes (on the bottom,
between main streets yellow and pink).
They cost a total of 7 reis. If you decide
to take out the white cube (placing it on
your board) then you need to pay only 4
reis: the shop may now be placed on the
board with the entrance on the pink or
on yellow street (your choice).
After having built a shop the players
may get some Victory Points (VP): you
multiply the number printed on the blue
“arrow” on the bottom of the column (34-5) by the number of Public Buildings
already existing that have the same color
of the selected road (with a maximum of
3 buildings). In our example we selected
the pink road to get 5 VP (because there
is only a pink building on the right of line
“B” and the value of the column is 5 as
you see on the blue arrow tile).
If now you are a little confused … ev-

10
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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buildings, to get money from the commerce, to have always the right number of
courtiers and enough Influence Points. If
you succeed victory will be at hand.
Finally, do not forget the tiles of the Church
circuit: players initially tend to skip this opportunity, but some of them are interesting,
and it is worth the effort to keep an eye on
them.

To build a “Public Building” you need to
place a King card on the Court: you also
need an architect in the color of your selected building (green or blue). Then you pay
the number of courtiers indicated on the
architect tile (2 to 5) that you must already
have at Court: those nobles are sent back
to your personal board, while the building is placed in one of the peripheral cases
around downtown. Let’s come back again
to Picture 6 for another example. The “Violet” player wishes to build the pink building
that you see in the very bottom-right of the
picture: he needs a “blue” architect, pay the
necessary number of officers and then he
may place the building at the right of line
“C”. As you see in that case there are two
blue cubes (he transfers both on his personal board) and he will get 2 new courtiers as
a bonus (as printed on the case). He will also
gain 10 VP because he has a shop in case C2
(basic value “5”) and there are now two pink
buildings (one on the left and the new one
on the right).
At the beginning it is not easy to remember
everything and to calculate the VP, but one
game is enough to practice, and things become clear immediately after.
Visiting Marchese de Pombal will allow the
players to get “objective” cards (decrees):
they may freely select one of the 8 cards always available on the left side of the board:
everyone shows a different “target” (and
therefore the summary booklets become
necessary to understand which target is
best for you). You may get VP if you have
certain buildings, or if you have a shop
in every main street, or if you have more
money than your opponents, etc. During
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the game it is a good tactic to get as many
decrees as you can in order to program the
end game and to satisfy as many bonuses
as you can.
It is not easy to give “strategy” suggestions
to play Lisboa because the options are so
many and very often the actions of your
opponents may destroy your decisions. But
after a couple of games every player understands that it is necessary to build some
shops as early as possible and to select the
best columns (those with 4 or 5 VP arrows).
Then you need to build some Public building that will match your shops in order to
maximize the VP: of course every shop may
be supported by only 3 Public Buildings so
if you play well (and are lucky because your
opponents do not attack) you may get up
to 30 VP with just one shop (5 VP when you
place the first building, plus 10 VP with the
second and plus 15 VP with the third public
building). Not bad!
The “King’s favor” tiles are used to “copy” an
action made by an opponent, while the tiles
on the Church path grant different bonus
(immediate or permanent).
Collecting cubes of the three different
colors (blue, red and white) allows you to
fill 5 different columns on your personal
board (each column need one cube per
color): each newly filled column will allow
the player to use more cards on his board
(initially you may use only two cards). Also
filling four columns immediately end the
game and each completed column grants
3 VP extra.
When you already placed a couple of shops
it will be time to search for some interesting “decree” and therefore to “address” your
strategy: from that point on you will try to
search for the right architects and the right

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

Lisboa may also be played “solo” against a
virtual opponent named … “Lacerda” that
will do his moves with the aid of the cards
and following a specific sequence: and it is
a very strong opponent! þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Vital Lacerda
Artist: Ian O’Toole
Price: ca. 100 Euro
Publisher: Eagle-Gryphon Games 2017
www.eaglegames.net

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

180+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, development
Users: For experts
Version: it
Rules: en it pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Planning is necessary * Long playing time
* Good interaction among players * Need
some study to learn the rules * Age 12+ too
low, 14+ recommended
Compares to:
Complex worker placement and development games
Other editions:
Giochix (it), hobbity.eu (pl), Mandala Jogos (pt)

My rating:

erything is OK: that’s exactly the sensation
of every new player after the first few turns
with Lisboa.

It was not easy for the writer to review this
game (as it happens with all Vital Lacerda’s
games) without listing too many details,
but I hope that the readers were able to understand the basics of LISBOA. It is a game
for experienced gamers and they need to
program in advance their turns in order to
be competitive. Interactivity is also quite
high but never fundamental because if a
“path” is cut by aggressive competitors you
may always take another one to get the
necessary VP.
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additional actions are randomly displayed.
During the game, those actions are periodically shifted around.

TREASURES FROM THE DEEP

OTYS

LOGISTICS FOR DIVERS
In Otys, each player commands a group
of divers who venture into the depths to
search for resources in sunken cities, trading with those resources and finally to
complete orders.
Each player receives a board that depicts
a diving tower, plus a set of eight different
divers. Each of those divers enables their
owner to implement a certain action. Divers are randomly and vertically placed on
the diving tower. Five divers are positioned
on the five diving platforms, three more are
on top and cannot be used at that point, as
they have not gone down deep enough.
The game is played in rounds, until one
player has accumulated the 18 victory

12

points necessary to win. Victory points are
mostly scored by completing orders. Those
orders always demand a certain set of resources. Those resources must be collected
on one of the five diving platforms and can
– when the platform has been activated –
then be discarded to complete an order.
This gives you bonuses like gold or money,
according to the notation on the order.
In your turn, you select one of the five diving platforms on your board and activate it.
The diver located on this platform does the
action assigned to this diver. Furthermore,
each platform offers an additional action
that can be resolved as an option. Those
additional actions are the same for all players. There is a general board, on which the
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Markus Wawra
I love it when a game provides mew mechanism and
therefore a liked Otys from the start. I am, however,
disappointed by the poor component quality.

To activate a platform, a suitable activation
tile must be available. The activation tile is
discarded after the activation is only available again after enough other activation
tiles have been used. Therefore, you cannot continue to activate the same platform
again and again.
Divers that have been active must surface
and are placed on top of the diver track,
this lets the other divers go down deeper,
thus changing platform – therefore you
also not use the same diver any number of
times.
Therefore, the platform and tower change
all the time and often you cannot do what

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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other games before. The options to improve one’s diver with upgrades are rather
straightforward, too, and do not contribute anything essential to the allure of the
game.
A real disappointment is provoked by the
quality of the components. Im my copy,
the boards were very much bent and not
exactly cut, which is especially disappointing and a pity in case of the player boards,
as they have cutouts in which the divers,
activation tiles and other tiles, which indicate your own options of manipulations,
are meant to be moved and slid along. Basically, nice intentions, but not working as
it is meant to be working due to the poor
quality.
Rules and graphic design, on the other
hand, merit a positive mention.
Despite those small faults, Otys can be recommended to frequent players who like to
put their brains to use, as the mechanisms
is refreshingly different and the duration of
the game nicely short. þ
you want to do at that point. There are
ways, however, to manipulate the assignment of divers to platforms and additional
action options. This mechanism, however,
is rather complex and to optimize your
own action needs quite a lot of planning.
A little interaction is also involved, because
the display of orders to be completed is
identical for all players and, of course, every order can only be completed by one
player. In addition to that, there is a diver
that enables you to make use of an adjacent player’s diver which is located on the
platform of the same level.
Other actions introduce a strategic aspect
to the game, by either improving divers for

the duration of the game or permanently
improving the options for manipulation of
the divers.
Clearly dominant, however, is the tactical
aspect. The challenge is in how and when
I do activate my platforms. This central
mechanism gives off a fresh and yet unspent flair. It makes you rack you brains
und if you like such a challenge you will
have fun. The duration of the game is relatively short for a game of this caliber and
category.
The rest of the game, unfortunately, is
less innovative. The topic of collecting
resources to complete orders with those
resources has been used in thousands of

Markus Wawra

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: Claude Lucchini
Artist: Paul Mafayon
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Libellud / Pearl Games 2017
www.asmodee.de

AGE:

14+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Logistics
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it jp nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Poor components * Good rules * Nice graphics * Challenging mechanism
Compares to:
Yokohama, Vor den Toren von Loyang

My rating:

Other editions:
Various language editions, all Libellud /
Pearl Games
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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u #HASHTAG THE GAME / AIRSHIP CITY

#HASHTAG THE GAME
COLLECTING FOLLOWERS

Two teams rival for followers,
using their creativity and their
affinity to Instagram. The game
features 100 theme cards in four
languages – the rules, however,
come in seven languages – and
100 picture cards One card is
drawn – the rules do not tell if
the cards are shuffled together
or if you alternate to draw a
theme and a picture card – and
the timer is turned over, after

you have determined a first letter by turning the spinner.
Each team thinks up a suitable hashtag beginning with
that letter, the language for
that word can be any of your
choice. Then you must access
the Internet and call up the
hashtag of each team on the
social media service Instagram.
The team that managed most
postings for its hashtag scores

AIRSHIP CITY

A CITY IN THE CLOUDS
Mankind is making their new
home among the clouds and
builds airships. The new city,
however, still lacks transportation and public facilities.
You collect resources to assemble airships and can then either
donate them as a contribution
to the city’s development or sell
them to acquire new capital.
Other contributions to the city’s
development are trade and con-

14

struction of public facilities.
In five sections of the game,
comprising four rounds with
one player turn per round, you
move all your markers one step
to an adjacent action tile – if
that is occupied by one of your
workers, you move one tile further, etc. – and can then do the
selected action; if you discard a
gear you can shift a row or column of action tiles.
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one to five points depending
on the number of postings. Image cards are treated similarly
and are checked on correlations
with images on Instagram - if
the first nine lines of images appearing on Instagram show the
topic of the picture card, the
entered hashtag is valid and is
checked for the number of postings. Again, the team with most
postings for its hashtag scores
the respective points. After ten
rounds, your team win with
most followers according to the
backsides of the points markers
your team collected. There is
also a Flight Mode that can be
used if there is no Internet access, you win the round either
by being first to write down a
hashtag or with most hashtags
written down while the timer
runs.
A game that not only demands
Internet access, but for which an
Instagram account is mandatory, and which otherwise is only a
variant of a much-used standard
mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

Action options are: Collect resources – wood, metal, gold and
construction parts or
Taking contracts or Building
of airships / public facilities. If
someone else then selects the
same action, you can accrue a
bonus.
To donate airships to the city
gives you more efficiency for
building, hiring workers and
renovating your workshop.
Completed conditions during
the game yield bonus actions
– Long Distance Flight, Experienced Negotiator or Barter. During the game you score for donated airships, public facilities
that you build, contracts that
you completed and for renovation tiles. At the end of the
game, you score for majorities
in airship building, construction
and trade.
Airship City combines an interesting topic with a very interesting and challenging selection
mechanism for action; the option of chain reactions for movement and the shifting of action
tiles provides lots of tactic as
well as interaction. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-10

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo 2018
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Party, words
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rules in seven languages,
cards in four * Details
missing in rules * Instagram
account is a must * Very
much a standard basic
mechanism
Compares to:
All word finding games based on
topics/categories/images
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Masaki Suga
Artist: Saori Shibata
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publ.: analog lunchbox / Japon Brand 2018
analoglb.com

EVALUATION
Worker placement, resources
Users: For experts
Version: jp
Rules: en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Box in Japanese, rules
in English * Extremely
interesting action selection mechanism * Lots
of interaction * Several
winning strategies * Needs
minimum three players
Compares to:
Istanbul for worker movement,
otherwise resources management
and worker placement games
Other editions:
Currently none
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ALTIPLANO DER REISENDE

NEW MISSIONS AND EVENTS ON THE HIGH PLAINS
In the South American Andes, the population achieves
prosperity with fishing, alpaca
breeding and mining. Limited
resources demand road construction, accessing of new
production sites or resources as
well as stockpiling. Roles in the
game limit access to resources
at the start but give special actions. Resources have individual
characteristics and ranges of

application. In a round, players draw tiles from their bags
for the planning cases, transfer
them to action cases and then
resolve those actions until all
have passed. At the end, you
score commodities tiles, boats,
houses, completed orders and
house bonuses as well as stocks.
The Altiplano der Reisende expansion introduces new ideas
for the population of the South

ASTRO DRIVE

RACE IN SPACE!

A race inn space on a modular
board! You prepare a stack of
eight board parts - one of them
shows the finish line – and line
up the top three from the stack;
each player holds three movement cards, a pilot board and
two energy cubes. Movement
cards show values for movement, control and initiative.
You select a movement card, all
reveal their selection and move
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8
their space ship in decreasing order of initiative; movement points advance your ship
straight forward and you must
use all of them; control points
move your ship sideways, you
need not use all of them, but
cannot save them up for later
use. Once per turn you can
spend an energy cube to acquire two movement or control
points. Crossing occupied spac-

American Andes. New components are expansion boards
Traveler for the action boards,
a new mission “Own minimum
three achievements at the end”
and events, which you can also
use without the Traveler, they
enter the game in the new Phase
0 of the round. In the planning
phase you can now place discs
on action cases on the Traveler
strip and on achievements from
the public trading point. Basic
actions of the Traveler are Acquire Opal or Acquire Achievement, maximum one per round,
or Buy Goods. At the end of the
round, the Traveler moves to the
next board part without a player
pawn.
Der Reisende The Traveler demands more intensive planning
of your moves and actions, as
the resources provided by the
traveler give you new options
to enhance your income. At
the same time, the access to resources is even more interactive
than in the core game. The new
events, however, can interfere
with your planning and demand
quick on-the-spot decisions. þ

INFORMATION

es does not cost you movement
points, and you can only cross
forward, not sideways. Black
holes in the same row have no
effect and asteroids on cases occupied by a ship have no effect
on passing ships.
If a ship reaches a given position
on the last board part in the line,
you add a new board part to the
display, in any orientation. If you
move on a case with a planet,
your ship crashes and you are
out of play. Cases with asteroids
and space fog cost additional
points, worm holes are shortcuts. If you enter a case with energy cubes in it, you take them
for your stock. Cards and asteroid cases carry bonus symbols.
The first player at the finish line
or the last survivor wins the race.
A nice and pretty came using
nicely varied standard mechanism and offering very little
interaction; the tactics in the
game are restricted to optimum
use of the movement cards currently available to a player. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Stockhausen, Malz
Artist: atelier198
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: dlp games 2018
www.dlp-games.de

EVALUATION
Bag building
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Additional resources, event
and interaction * Demands
intense planning * On-thespot decisions necessary
for events
Compares to:
Altiplano, Orléans
Other editions:
Arrakis (es), Baldar (pl), dlp (fr), Giochix (it), Renegade Games (en), White
Goblin (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Punakallio, Wikström
Artist: Sami Saramäki
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publ.: Stronghold Games / Lautapelit 2018
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Race, space
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en fi
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms
* Nice version of those
mechanism * Very pretty
components * Simple rules
Compares to:
All race games using movement points and a modular board
with obstacles
Other editions:
Lautapelit (fi)
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u BILLABONG / BLUE LAGOON

BILLABONG

JUMP RACE WITH A REFEREE
Kangaroos are engaging in a
jump race around the Billabong,
which is a small lake or a water
hole, supervised by the referee
kangaroo.
Five kangaroos per player are
placed anywhere on the board
but the Billabong; then all kangaroos must cross the start/finish line, do one full turn around
the Billabong and cross the
start/finish line a second time.

9

Jumping itself is rather simple;
you let one of your kangaroos
do a tired hop by one case in
any direction – but not across
the Billabong – or let it jump
rather like a kangaroo. For such
a jump you jump in a straight
line over an opponent’s or your
own kangaroo, always as many
cases beyond the kangaroo as
you are away from it before the
jump – for instance, on the fifth

BLUE LAGOON

SETTLING SOUTH SEA ISLANDS
In the Southern Seas, we explore and settle an archipelago
of eight islands. 24 resources –
coconuts, bamboo, water and
precious stones – and eight statues – are randomly drawn and
placed on the island stone circle
cases. Depending on the number of players, you have 30, 25
or 20 double-sided settler discs
– boat side and settler side - and
five village pieces of your color.

16

8

In two phases - Exploration
phase and Settlement phase –
you try to achieve the highest
score all-over.
In the Exploration phase you
place a settler on any water case
– boat side up or a settler/village
adjacent to one of your own already in place. If you place settler/village on a stone circle, you
take resource or statue. When
all stone circles are empty, or
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case behind a kangaroo if your
distance to it was four cases
before you jumped. The crafty
advantage in a jump – you can
repeat it any number of times,
provided the jump ends on an
empty case. You can direction
in such a chain jump after each
individual jump.
As there are quite a few kangaroos on the board, you can
lose your way in the vastness
of Australia; to prevent this, you
have the assistance of the black
referee kangaroo: At the start of
a chain jump you put it on the
starting case of your kangaroo
and thus can start your jump
again if you have lost direction.
Does sound straightforward,
but the amazing fun to play Billabong reveals itself in the first
few moves, supported by pretty
components and witty graphics, offering quite some challenge for quick observation and
decisions, because planning is
a limited option, as positions of
kangaroos and with them jump
options change continually. þ

INFORMATION

all players have placed all settlers and villages, you score for
presence on islands, chains of
settlers and villages, the number of villages on islands and for
resources you own.
In the Settlement phase you
remove from the board all settlers, all resources that are left
and all villages that were placed
on stone circles. Then all stone
circles are again filled with randomly drawn resources and statues and then you place again
settler or village; in this phase
you can only place a piece adjacent to a piece already in place,
and you can only claim a water
case if it is adjacent to one of
your pieces. When all has been
placed or collected, you score
the board as in the exploration
phase and win with the highest
total score.
A family game par excellence
and pure fun to play! The rules
are super ease and you cannot
really go wrong, unless you try
to score high in all the categories that are possible. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

9+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Eric Solomon
Artist: K. F. - atelier198, A. Resch
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: franjos 2018
www.franjos.de

EVALUATION
Race, position
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, 25 years anniversary * Challenging and
thrilling fun * Enchanting
design * Simple rules
Compares to:
Race games using opponent’s pieces to advance
Other editions:
Open´n Play (kr), earlier ones at SimplyFun (en, 2013), Amigo (de, 1992),
franjos (de, 2002)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Tomek Larek
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publ.: Blue Orange Games 2018
www.blueorangegames.eu

EVALUATION
Placement, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt ru
cz fi kr pl se
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple rules * Attractive material * High replay
value
Compares to:
All placement games with
collecting elements
Other editions:
ADC Blackfire (cz), Amo Oy (se, fi),
Funiverse (pl), Mandoo (kr)

www.gamesjournal.at
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BROTHERS / CAVERNA HÖHLE GEGEN HÖHLE t

BROTHERS

RECTANGLE VS L-SHAPE
Two brothers – one breeds blue
Wabbits in rectangular pens, the
other breeds white Gobballs in
L-shaped pens, both pens are
made up from three squares –
rival for room for their pens on
the meadows. Twelve meadow
tiles in seven different shapes
– made up from four to nine
squares - form the stock.
In Phase I players alternate
adding a tile from stock to the

8

meadow. Newly placed tiles
must connect to the existing
meadow with at least one edge;
tiles cannot overlap but you can
leave gaps.
In Phase II, the players alternate
to place one of their pens on the
meadow. The Wabbit-Player begins; again, tiles cannot overlap
and must be aligned with the
meadow squares underneath,
that is, they cannot be placed in

CAVERNA HÖHLE GEGEN HÖHLE

EPOCHE II: DIE EISENZEIT
In the core game, Epoche I: Erster Wohlstand, the mountain
is prepared as living quarters
for the tribe of dwarves. Each
round comprises three phases:
1. An action tile is revealed. 2.
Players alternate to move an
open action tile to their side
of the board and implement
the action. 3. All action tiles are
moved back onto the track. Action options are receiving or

www.gamesjournal.at

trading goods, setting up or
pulling down a wall, excavating
a cavern or furnishing a cavern,
replenishing goods, Room actions or Anytime-Action. After
eight rounds, you add your gold
and points on openly displayed
furnishings on your cave map.
In Epoche II: Die Eisenzeit, four
rounds expand the game and
provide a seamless sequel to Epoche I; both epochs should be

any angular rotation. They also
cannot exceed the contours of
the meadow or cover eventual
gaps in the meadow. If one player cannot place a pen anymore,
the other one continues until
he also cannot place a pen. If
both cannot place a pen or the
meadow is full, the round ends.
The Wabbit player scores one
point for each pen he could not
place, the Gobball player scores
two points. After a second, identical round, but with swapped
pen shapes, you win with fewest points.
In a game of four players in two
teams each player takes six pen
tiles of the team’s pen type; players cannot talk about meadow
tile or pen placement. After
round 1, the pens are swapped,
and the scoring is done as in a
game for two players.
Simply nice! The design comes
from the Krosmaster universe
the mechanism is easy and standard, and the only question is
– do I concentrate on hindering
my opponent or on optimum
placement of my pens? þ

INFORMATION

played in sequence and you begin Epoch II with four dwarves.
You have four turns per round
and select from all available action tile, also from those from
Epoch I, that is. Cases on the
new action track have additional actions which you can do before, after or in-between actions
of the respective action tile that
you just turned up. After the first
three rounds, you receive ore in
amounts equal to the number
of your donkeys. Donkeys are
not discarded, but stay with you,
and there is a limit of 9 ore.
If you want to play a shorter
game, a rules variant is provided
for an alternative game of only
Epoch II. For this short game,
you first draft room tiles from
Epoch I.
Epoch II: Die Eisenzeit /The Iron
Age again offers the essential
core feeling of Caverna and
again a very nice solo version;
gameplay for the two epochs is
of course longer and yet similar,
but there is the allure of varying
use for rooms in Epoch I. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2, 4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Artist: Xavier Houssin
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Ankama 2018
www.ankama.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr cn de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Team version for 4 players
* Nice family game * Standard mechanisms
Compares to:
All area filling tile placement games
Other editions:
One Moment (cn), Board Game Box
(de)

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60++

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Klemens Franz, atelier198
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2018
www.lookout-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement, development
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Again, a superb game for
two players * Good solo
version * Similar to Epoch I
Compares to:
Caverna; Agricola for 2
players
Other editions:
Lookout Spiele (en)
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PRESENTATION

u CHECKPOINT CHARLIE / CHIFFRE

CHECKPOINT CHARLIE

SLEUTH DOGS AND CAT SPIES
In the 60ties, at Checkpoint
Charlie in Berlin, the most famous border crossing between
East and West during the Cold
War. A K-9, a sleuth dog unit
comprising dogs from various
nations, wants to unmask cat
spies with unique combinations
of traits.
As one of the dog agents you secretly draw a double-sided clue
tile featuring opposite traits, e.g.

with/without newspaper. Each
of the 32 cat spy cards shows a
unique combination of those
five traits. Every player selects a
side of his clue tile and puts the
tile underneath his agent card,
chosen side up. This determines
the cat spy of the current round.
In the suspicion phase you draw
a card spy card and compare it
to your clue tile; if there is a correlation, you display the card

CHIFFRE

DECODE THE OPPONENT’S MESSAGE
Inspector Wolf must be faster
in decoding the message from
Mafia boss Volpone than Volpone can decode the message
from the informer to the inspector.
You hold a set of 21 letter cards
– letters j, w, v, x and y are missing – and the cards with vowels
are marked as vowels with all
five vowels on the backside. You
draw three topic cards, secretly

18

decide on a topic and put down
a word of four letters, suiting the
selected topic. Then, in turn, you
have one of four options: 1. You
place a letter openly next to a
letter in your opponent’s word
who puts this letter – depending on the alphabetical order
– on top or at the bottom of his
letter. If you lay down the correct letter, the opponent reveals
his letter. 2. Guess an opposing

ISSUE 522-524 / OCT/NOV/DEC 2018

openly; if not, you discard it to
your personal discard pile. From
cat cards displayed on the table
and clue tiles revealed during
the game – this happens only in
a game of three and four players
– you can deduct the Head Spy
with all five traits and his Deputy
with four of the five traits. To accuse a cat spy, you put an agent
marker on the cat card. When all
players but one have accused a
spy, all is revealed and resolved
for points for correct deduction
and penalty points for false or
not-made accusations. If someone has 10 points or all point
chips of a color are used up or
after five rounds, you win with
most points. Includes variants Stasi Officer and Café Adler.
Nice, fast deduction in a filler
game, an interesting feature is
the necessity to accuse to avoid
penalty points. þ

INFORMATION

letter; if you are correct, you
get back all your letters there.
3. Guess the opposing topic. 4.
Guess the opponent’s word; if
you succeed, you win.
In a variant, letters are revealed
only if you guess them with option 2 „guess opposing letter“.
For Option 1, the opponent can
place your correct letter above
or below the letter in his word
without revealing his letter. For
another variant. you can agree
on a number of rounds and
score points in each round: If
you guess the opponent’s word
first, you score five points and
your opponent scores one point
for each correctly guessed letter
so for. After the agreed number
of rounds you win with most
points.
Chiffre is a very well-made deduction version in the tradition
of Mastermind and other such
games, with the additional help
that letters laid out by the opponent cannot be in his code word
and that vowels are marked as
such. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: José Antonio Abascal
Artist: J. Guardiet, C. Ramiréz
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.Piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Deduction
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu pl sk en
es ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice variant of the deduction mechanism * Forces
accusations provide a
challenging detail * Simple
core rules
Compares to:
Deduction games in general
Other editions:
Devir (en es), GaGa Games (ru)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Peer Sylvester
Artist: Eberle, Hölsch, U.O.R.G
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag 2018
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Codes, deduction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice deduction variant *
Good mix of vocabulary
demand and association *
Attractive travel game
Compares to:
Mastermind and other
code deduction games
Other editions:
Currently none
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CLAIM 2 / DAS FARBENMONSTER t

CLAIM 2

TWO NEW THRONE PRETENDENTS
Five factions of the realm Gnome, Riesen, Drachen, Trolle
und Seher - decide the succession of the new King. 52 cards
comprise 14 Goblins of values
0-9 plus 5x 0, 10 Dwarves, 10
Undead and 10 Doppelgängers,
all of values 0-9 respectively,
plus 8 Knights of values 2-9.
You begin the game with 13
cards from the phase downstack, and recruits followers

in Phase I, using one card per
round - the top card of the stack
is revealed; the starting player
and – in following rounds - the
player in the lead plays a card
and then his opponent. The
card played by the leading player need not be of the faction of
the revealed card. The card then
played by the opponent must
follow suit to the card played
by the leading player. Whoever

DAS FARBENMONSTER

HOW DOES IT FEEL TODAY?
A game full of emotions! The
color monster wakes up and has
mixed emotions, players need
to sort them out. All collaborate
to collect the emotion tiles and
put them into the corresponding glass.
A game board shows color spots
for emotions, emotion tiles are
placed accordingly. Color monster and Girl begin on the starting spot, the jars are placed onto

www.gamesjournal.at

4

the racks showing the holes in
their fronts.
The active player rolls the die:
For a number result of 1 or 2,
you move the color monster
as many steps in any direction.
For the Spiral, you place the
monster on any color spot. For
the Face, you move the girl to
the spot with the color monster. When the monster ends its
move on a spot with an emo-

played the higher card, wins and
receives the revealed card for a
follower. The loser of the round
draws a face-down card for a follower. In case of a tie in card values, the player in the lead wins,
and also wins, if his opponent
cannot follow suit to the faction.
Special abilities of cards played
are resolved.
After 13 such rounds, the stack
is empty, and each player has
13 cards stacked. Now, in Phase
II, you use those cards to collect followers again, but play for
both cards of a round; the winner - determined as in Phase I
- takes both cards of the round.
After 13 rounds you win with
support, that is, card majority, in
three factions.
Claim is a typical Scott Almes
games - neat, elegant and
seemingly simple - a trick-taking
game for two players, rather a
rarity in itself, in which you do
not want to win every trick, as
you try to plan your followers
for Phase II. Variant of Claim with
new factions. þ

INFORMATION

tion tile, you tell when and why
you felt this emotion. Then you
select a jar and put the tile into
it if it has the same color as the
jar. When jar and tile show different colors, you put the jar back,
hole in front, and put the tile
back on the spot. If the selected
jar is multicolored, you switch
two other jars and then put the
jar back into the rack, color side
showing. Girl and color monster
on the same spot can turn a
multicolored jar to the hole side.
If now multicolored jar is visible,
the active player has another
turn. If a spot is empty of an
emotion tile, you tell about that
emotion anyway and then have
another turn. When all emotion
tiles are in their jars before three
multicolored jars are visible, all
players win together.
A very unusual game and a
very beautiful game that uses
familiar mechanisms to encourage children to talk about their
emotions and to remember
situations associated with those
emotions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Scott Almes
Artist: Mihajlo Dimitrjevskj
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2018
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Cards, trick-taking
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Variant of Claim with new
factions * German-only edition * Rare mechanism in a
2-player game * Interesting
due to planning for Phase II
* Compact box
Compares to:
Trick-taking games for 2 players
Other editions:
White Goblin Games (de en fr nl),
2017, PaperGames (pt)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: J. M. Allué, D. Gómez
Artist: Anna Llenas
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Memo, narration, cooperation
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Based on the book by Anna
Llenas * Unusual graphics
* Very communicative
game * Trains verbalizing of
emotions
Compares to:
Cooperative memo games with narrative features
Other editions:
Devir (en it), Purple Brain Creations (fr)
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PRESENTATION

u DIE LEGENDE DER IRRLICHTER / ECHIDNA SHUFFLE

DIE LEGENDE DER IRRLICHTER

SHADOW CREATURES AND FIRE FLIES
Shadow creatures want to
conquer King Nachtulas Castle Luxantis. Players embody
Luxantian heroes and want to
fight the shadow creatures.
Four shadow creature cards are
displayed openly, for more are
stacked face-down. You need to
find the objects depicted on the
card in the Light Forest labyrinth
to defeat the shadow creatures.
All players confer who will take

6

which path to which target,
about sequence and possible
path connections.
At the start of the round, you
press a button in the forest
clearing -illuminated path cases
represent risky ghost light cases,
unlit cases are safe fire fly cases.
All memorize the illuminated
cases and take their turns when
the lights are out again. The active player moves his pawn up

ECHIDNA SHUFFLE

A RACE IN THE WOODS
Echidnas or Spiny Ant Eaters
are roaming the woods and are
friendly enough to offer insects
a ride on their back. Echidnas
are placed at your choice on
the forest or snow side of the
double-sided board; each player marks an empty case with
his pickup marker and hands
his three tree stumps to his left
neighbor for placement on the
board – no two stumps of a col-

20

6
or are allowed on the same case.
The active player rolls a die and
moves one or several Echidnas
accordingly along the arrows,
always the full number of steps.
Then you mark the die result on
the number board, move the
marker down and, in your next
turn, you move according to the
number beneath the marker. In
your turns, you alternate those
two ways to determine your

ISSUE 522-524 / OCT/NOV/DEC 2018

to five cases over free cases, cannot move diagonally or across
hedges or walls or jump over occupied cases. Cases with magical objects can be entered anytime and cover those objects if
depicted on shadow creature
cards. When a card is completely
filled, it is removed and replaced
with one from the stack. After
your move, you roll the die –
depending on the result illuminating ghost lights send pawns
on them back to the clearing,
or safe fire flies light up and
pawns on such cases can move
one step voluntarily, or ghost
lights and fire flies change their
positions, or a shadow creature
moves one step.
When all eight shadow creature
cards have been filled before a
shadow creature reaches the
castle, all players win together.
This is a typical Haferkamp
game! Standard mechanism are
dressed up creatively and, cleverly and very nicely, providing
enormous fun! þ

INFORMATION

movement range. An Echidna
cannot enter a case with another Echidna. If an Echidna is in
your way, you move it aside.
If, at the start of your turn, an
Echidna sits on your pickup
marker, you can put one of your
insects on its back. If an Echidna
arrives at a tree stump and carries an insect in the stump color,
the insect is taken out of play
together with the stump. Whoever is first to have collected all
his own insects, wins.
In variants, you use movement
tokens which you can spend
for additional steps, or you receive movement tokens if you
have only one stump left on the
board, or you use only the die
to determine movement range
or you take back insects from
stumps gone out of play and
win with three stumps taken
out.
Wow! What amazing components what a well-made and
well-working logistics game for
the family! It is simple enough
for children, tactical enough for
adults – harmonious fun to play!
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: Stephanie Böhm
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Memo, collect, cooperate
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Marvelous design *
Standard mechanisms *
Mechanisms varied very
creatively and well
Compares to:
Cooperative memo and
collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Kris Gould
Artist: D. Brown, M. Raabe
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publ.: Wattsalpoag Games 2018
www.wattsalpoag.myshopify.com

EVALUATION
Race, collect
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sensational components *
Nice mxi of luck and a bit of
tactic * Varying movement
arrows on the two boards *
(c) Image van00uber (BGG)
Compares to:
Race games with logistics elements
Other editions:
Currently none
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EXPEDITION LUXOR / FABULANTICA t

EXPEDITION LUXOR

DISCOVER TEMPLES AND PYRAMIDS
As adventurer you discover temples and pyramids in Luxor and
want to lay claim to your discoveries. Landscape tiles come into
play step by step and adventurers placed on them take over
control of the tiles. The active
player must add one and can
add up to three landscape tiles
from his hand, edge on edge,
to the display and draw a new
tile after each placement; the

8

maximum size of the display relates to the number of players. If
you place a camp, you put up to
five adventurers on it and move
them – only immediately after
placement, never later, onto
other tiles, as many of them as
are necessary for the landscape
type. If there are adventures
already present on a tile you
reach, you put your adventurer
on top. When all landscape tiles

FABULANTICA

TRAVELS ON CAMEL AND DONKEY
As adventurers we travel in
fairy tale Fabulantica, meet its
residents and complete tasks
by finding lost residents. Twelve
fairy tale characters are put on
the board, covered with yellow
towers and shuffled well. Task
cards show a task giver in the
bottom left-hand corner and
a lost person in the top righthand corner. Three such task
cards are always on display.

www.gamesjournal.at

7

Players travel on horseback
across forest and meadow, on
donkeys in the mountains, on
camels in the desert, on ships
over water and with the flying
carpet in any landscape. You
hold five travel cards in hand for
those means of transport, dealt
from the draw pile.
The active player plays a suitable
card for each landscape that he
wants to cross to reach one of

have been placed, you score for
tiles if your adventurer is the top
one in the stack on the tile: 1
point for a camp, 2 points for a
temple and 3 points for a pyramid - and win with most points.
The expansion “New Adventures” features four pairs of action tiles for each player, you
have three of them in hand.
When you have placed your tiles
in your turn, you can then play
an action tile, but only if you
have minimum one adventurer
on a mountain tile. This adventurer is removed. and you score
for controlled tiles adjacent to
ships placed or close tiles for
other adventurers; or you move
the mountain adventurer on adjacent tiles and take opposing
adventurers off them for points
or put him on top of a stack.
A nice family game in the basic
version, in which the visibility of
your next tile to draw facilitates
planning; when playing with
the expansion you will find the
game a lot more tactical. þ

INFORMATION

the towers and to find one of
the task givers depicted on the
open task cards. If you reach a
tower, you reveal the character
underneath for all to see, and
take the corresponding task
card if you found a task giver,
and then replenish the task card
display. You can have maximum
two tasks at any given time; you
then search for the lost persons
depicted on your task or tasks.
If you find one, you turn over
your task card to the coin side,
and then the person and its
tower, switching it with another
tower. You also relocate person
+ tower if you uncover a wrong
character. Finally, you draw two
travel cards. If you are first to
complete three tasks, you win.
Elfenland and Sagaland come to
mind instantly – Fabulantica is a
clever mix of those two classic
games, with nice components.
The mechanisms work perfectly,
demanding planning and memory, and also provide a first-class
family game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: P. Limberger, M. Erdt
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2018
www.queen-games.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement, marker
position
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Reworked edition of
Raubritter * New topic *
Same mechanism * Includes “New Adventures”
expansion
Compares to:
Raubritter for mechanism, Luxor for
topic
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Gediminas Akelaitis
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: Savas Takas / Logis 2017
www.logis.lt

EVALUATION
Travel, memo, search
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice mix of familiar mechanisms * Pretty components
* A very good family game,
too
Compares to:
Elfenland, Sagaland
Other editions:
Currently none
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u FEINER SAND / FERTILITY

FEINER SAND

BUILD SAND CASTLES, DEMOLISH DECK
To compete for the best sand
castle, you use cards in your
deck to build those castles and
to demolish your deck. You begin with six cards; color coded
cards give actions when built:
Green – draw +1 card; Red –
build +1 card; Blue – draw +1
card instead of building. Purple
– hold +1 card. Sand castle are
built, coin cards pay for card
building; cards used for pay-

ment go to your own discard
pile.
All play simultaneously; you begin your turn by putting your
marker disc into the middle of
the table; then you resolve the
phases of 1. Draw cards; 2. Build
or draw cards, and 3. Check card
limit. Cards for actions are built,
sorted by color, beneath your
board and paid for with coin
cards or other hand cards. Sand

FERTILITY

RESOURCES MANAGEMENT ALONG THE NILE
You administrate a metropolis
and its surroundings and use
resources of the Nile Valley to
build most lucrative shops in
districts, supply them and become the richest Nomarch.
There is a common board representing the Nile valley, and one
board per player, representing
his metropolis, as well as valley
tiles with scenery for resources
and district tiles to build shops

22

10

on the metropolis boards. You
have four monuments of one
kind – Obelisk, Pyramid, Temple
or Sphinx – for additional points.
In a turn, you play three phases:
1. You MUST place a valley tile
onto the valley board, with at
least one correlation to a tile already in place and take resources for your stock – on resource
per case to which the same type
of case on the new tile is con-
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castles are built above your
board for free. As an additional
action you can, once per turn,
“gift” a card to your left neighbor
by placing it on the symbol card
to your left. If you are done with
all phases, you take back your
marker disc.
When all have completed
their turn, all symbol cards are
checked: If minimum one card
is on every symbol card, each
player takes on card from the
symbol card to his right for his
discard pile. If minimum one
symbol card is empty, all gifted
cards remain on the symbol
cards. When your own draw pile
and discard pile are empty, you
win with fewest unused cards.
The game comes with the option of playing a fable campaign
in which three new fable cards
are introduced in each game.
Deck building mechanisms
used for deck demolition – a
witty and well-working new interpretation of a familiar mechanism, supplemented by the
fable principle of extending option by introducing new cards in
every game. þ

INFORMATION

nected; bordering a wheat case
advances the wheat marker;
covering a resource gives you
one such resource. If you enclose an empty space with tiles,
you can select one resource of
any type or place a monument.
2. You MAY take one district tile
from stock, pay for it with resources from your stock next to
the board and put it into your
metropolis.
3. You may supply shops in your
Metropolis with resources from
your own stock.
After nine such turns you score
money from general and special
shops, statues from supplied
shops, monuments built and
position of the wheat marker.
Easy to explain and – due to
payment with any resources –
rather easy to play; a nice family
game with little interaction and
rather fiddly components for resources and monuments. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2018
www.2f-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards, deck demolition
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Reversed deck building
* Nice mix of standard
mechanisms * Rather
abstract despite topic
Compares to:
Fabelsaft and other games
in the Fable series
Other editions:
Arclight (jp), Edge Entertainment (fr,
es), Stronghold (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Cyrille Leroy
Artist: Fleury, Verdiel, Milker
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publ.: Catch Up Games / Blackrock Games 2018
www.blackrockgames.fr

EVALUATION
place tiles for yield/revenue
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good family game * Easy
rules with little interaction *
Nice but fiddly components
Compares to:
Domino-style tile placement games
Other editions:
hobbity.eu (pl)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG / HASTE WORTE? t

GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG

TREASON IN ASGARD
As a Norse god, you are protector of Asgard or conspirator,
only conspirators knew each
other. Each faction wants to ban
the other to the Underworld.
You use minimum three and
maximum 15 gods with individual traits in a game, god
cards are displayed openly.
Players without god character
are Valkyries. Faction cards for
protectors and conspirators in

ratios according to the number
of players are dealt facedown
to players, some gods receive
an action card. A facultative
game master has no role and
no affiliation, he only gives the
commands for the three game
phases.
In analogy to Werewolf games,
players are accused and banned:
In the Conspiracy Phase, the
conspirators ban a player to the

HASTE WORTE?

DAS WÜRFELSPIEL

Find terms for symbols! Each of
six dice shows three symbols,
out of 18, twice – e.g. Dog, car,
boiled sweet, ship and so on.
Those symbols represent term
categories as stated; the categories can be narrowed or extended.
For a round of the game you
roll all six dice, and players in
turn select one die. Then you
turn up the top letter tile – there
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are 21 in all – and the timer is
turned over. During 90 seconds
you now write down terms suiting your own symbol and also
words suitable for the symbols
of other players, of course all
beginning with the current letter. There are, however, restriction for the number of words
that you may write down: you
can only note maximum three
terms for your own symbol and

Underworld by placing a die
on his card; the banned player
turns over his card but remains
in play, and his faction remains
hidden. In the Action phase you
use action cards - e.g. protect a
player or wound a player - and
oracle - look at a faction card in
your own world, Asgard or Underworld - to gain advantages
for your faction. In the Council of
the Gods phase, players discuss,
can make use of all information
gleaned and can, but need not,
tell the truth. If someone accuses another player, with at least
one other player’s support, the
accused gets to defend himself
and then all players vote if the
accused is banned or not. When
all members of a faction have
been banned, the faction with
at least one player in Asgard
wins.
Götterdämmerung is an attractive version of the Werewolf
mechanism, featuring the interesting detail of keeping banned
players in play till the end; to facilitate the learning curve, gods
should be introduced gradually.
þ

INFORMATION

maximum as many words for
other players’ symbols as there
are players in the game. You can
note words for own opposing
symbol or for several different
symbols of other players.
After 90 seconds, all players in
turn read out the terms for their
own symbol. If another player
has written down this term as
well, the active reader must
cross the term off his list. For
each remaining term for your
own symbol you take a chip
from general stock.
If someone has minimum 15
chips, the game ends and you
win with most chips.
In a variant you turn up the letter tile first and then roll and
select dice; in another variant all
players reach for the dice simultaneously instead of in turn.
Not new and rather familiar is
still good, and the details used
here to vary the core mechanism are sophisticated and cute
– the listing of terms to other
players# categories and the limitation on words that you can list
are challenging for vocabulary
and creativity. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

7-15

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Höh, Schilling
Artist: Paul Balykin
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Deduction, secret factions
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good topic * Familiar basic
mechanism * Well-working
version due to god actions
* Banned players remain
in play
Compares to:
Werewolves, The Resistance and
other deduction games with hidden
affiliations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Hartwig Jakubik & Team
Artist: kinetic, Huch!
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Words, dice
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Variant of Haste Worte? *
Core mechanism sophistically varied * Categories
can be narrowed or
extended
Compares to:
Story Cubes for components, all word
finding games based on first letters
Other editions:
Egmont Polska (pl)
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PRESENTATION

u HONGA / IMHOTEP DAS DUELL

HONGA

A CLAN AND ITS MASCOT
The Sabretooth Tiger Clan
needs a new Chief; the most
suitable person for this will be
who looks after the clan best, by
collecting stores, exploring the
forest, attracting mammoths,
paying homage to the gods and
bartering with other clans. But
woe betides, if the clan mascot –
Honga the Sabre Tooth Tiger - is
neglected. When that happens,
he devours stores and is hard to

8

get rid of.
As the active player, you resolve
turn phases: 1. Place action disc
showing hands in its segments,
pointing at actions clearly. 2.
Take care of Honga: If one hand
of your action disk points at
Honga, he is content and stays
in place. If not, he comes to
you and eats one resource from
your player board; he does that
in each consecutive turn, even

IMHOTEP DAS DUELL

CONTEST AMONG MONARCHS
Nefertiti and Akhenaten build
monuments in this 2-player version of Imhotep and compete
for fame points.
Six barges are laid out adjacent
to the harbor board at six docking slots and are filled with three
randomly drawn delivery tiles.
Three such tiles form a facedown reserve. You command
four pieces of your color and
one double-sided board each

24

for obelisk, temple, pyramid and
burial chamber; A- and B sides
of the boards have different levels of difficulty.
As active player, you have one
action from three options: 1.
Place a piece from your stock
on an empty case on the harbor
board. 2. Unload a barge – when
there are minimum two pieces
of any color in a row or column
on the board, the corresponding
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if another hand points at him
later. He is only chased away by
playing a bonus card or when
another players fails to point
a hand at him. 3. Resolve selected actions: Take mushroom,
berry or fish; Take bonus card
for Forest; Take water for a joker
for mushroom, berry or fish;
Attract mammoth by discarding resources and maybe win
Mammoth tooth; Do barter for
victory points; Advance on Holy
Mountain for paying homage;
then you may play two bonus
cards. Draw a gray or – if you
own the Mammoth tooth – a
red action disc. If someone has
acquired the necessary number
of victory points in relation to
the number of players, you win
with most points at the end of
the round.
Attractive game fun with components of the usual extraordinary quality and sophisticated
tactics, not only from bonus
cards and resources, but especially from Honga himself – to
have him on the board means
you have one more hand to use!
þ

INFORMATION

barge can be emptied: The player owning the piece nearest to
the harbor takes the tile on the
barge that is furthest from the
harbor, and so on, until a tile for
each piece has been taken and
added to the respective location
board – one above the other at
the obelisk, stacked face-down
at the temple, placed according to color at the pyramid and
to number at the burial chamber. Action tiles are displayed
openly. An unclaimed tile on
the barge goes out of play. The
barge is refilled or taken out of
play, if the stock is empty. 3. Use
an action tile – place 2 or 3 pieces or place + unload or switch
two tiles and unload.
If only one boat is left in the harbor, you win with most points
from your location boards.
A very elegant version of Imhotep! A and B side offer varying
options, with the B side being
more interactive. Core element
in any case is the decision about
which row or column to unload
when. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Artist: Stephanie Böhm
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Tactics, resources
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Exquisite components *
Nicely interlocking mechanisms * Lots of tactics
Compares to:
Tactical resources management family games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Artist: C. Stephan, M. Kienle
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Placing, collecting
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism * Plenty
of tactical decisions and
options * Very attractive
and well-working addition
to the range “For two
players”
Compares to:
Imhotep
Other editions:
Currently none, White Goblin Games
(nl) announced
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PRESENTATION

IMPACT / JUNGLE SPEED KIDS t

IMPACT

BATTLE OF ELEMENTS!
26 element dice carry various
symbols and show one empty
side. You are tasked with overthrowing dice within the Element cauldron to achieve identical results on several dice in
order to take those dice out. In
relation to the number of players you have 6 to 9 dice, one
die is placed into the cauldron,
any symbol side up. In your
turn, you must throw one die

8
into the cauldron; if then two
or more dice show the same
symbol, to take them all out and
your turn passes. This is possible
more than once – if two different symbols are in the cauldron
more than once, you take all
those dice, for instance to drops
and three flashes. When all dice
show different symbols, you can
end your turn or throw in another die. If you stop, your die is lost.

JUNGLE SPEED KIDS

RESCUE IN THE JUNGLE
In the jungle, hidden animals
must be rescued from the lion.
On 32 animal tiles monkey, elephant, giraffe and zebra look up,
down or straight ahead or have
closed eyes, twice for each way,
so that you have each combination of animal and line of vision
in play twice. There are four lion
tiles.
Animal and lion tiles are shuffled and laid out face-down
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4

around the totem. Each player
selects one of the adventurer
cards and sets it down colored
side up. In turn, you reveal a tile
and turn it back over again. If
you think that you know where
an animal of the same family, for
instance a second ape, lies, you
grab the totem and put it on the
tile under which you believe the
intended animal to be. The line
of vision of the animals is disre-

Before your throw, you can regroup dice in the cauldron and
then try to throw the die in a
way that changes dice values of
dice in the cauldron. Dice showing the empty side are taken out
of play immediately, independent of other symbols that were
rolled. When, after a roll, no dice
are left in the cauldron, the next
player must throw all his remaining dice into the cauldron –
if then dice show identical symbols, you take them; if not, you
are out of the game. Dice that
end up in a sloped position, are
taken out, re-rolled outside the
cauldron and placed into the
cauldron before the completed
throw is resolved. Whoever is
last to have dice left, wins.
As new edition of Der große Wurf
, the game is still a very felicitous
mix of gambling, risk, tactic, aggravation, a bit of dexterity and
lots of chance. Lots of fun to play
from very simple means. þ

INFORMATION

garded. If you found the correct
second animal, you take both
tiles. If you made a mistake, you
freeze – indicated by turning
over of your adventurer card –
and unfreeze again, when either
a lion tile is revealed, or you turn
over your adventurer card in
your next turn instead of revealing an animal tile. Revealed lion
tiles remain open-faced. When
the fourth lion tile appears, the
game ends and you win with
most animal tiles.
In the Auge um Auge variant you
must find pairs of animals with
the same line of vision, the type
of animal is disregarded; in the
König des Dschungels variant,
the revealed tiles remain openfaced; if you spot a second one,
you grab the totem, put it on
one tile of the pair and point at
the second tile.
A very pretty version of the
Jungle Speed mechanism, with
varying levels of difficult, but in
each variant, you need to observe closely, memorize well
and react quickly. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Dieter Nüßle
Artist: Fiore GmbH, Cactus
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple rules * Lots
of fun to play * Lots of
chance with a bit of tactic
and dexterity * Very good
family game
Compares to:
Der große Wurf
Other editions:
Currently none, earlier as Der große
Wurf, Ravensburger 2012

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Tom Vuarchex & Team
Artist: Vainui de Castelbajac
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publ.: Zygomatic / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Memory, reaction
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty design * Sturdy
components * Well-working variants
Compares to:
All editions of Jungle Speed
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u KARATE TOMATE / KÖNIG GRUMMELBART

KARATE TOMATE

TOMATOES AT KARATE!
Each player is randomly dealt
one of ten tomato cards, values
1 to 10, an eventual rest is set
aside; then you are dealt 5 out
of 140 number cards, values 1 to
5 in five colors, the rest is draw
pile.
You play rounds of three phases:
Warm up: Triumph cards in relation to player numbers are revealed. Battle: In the first turn,
you play any one of your cards

8
face down; in the following
turns of battle you can only play
cards of the same color as this
first card; if cannot or want not
to do this, you play your tomato
card. When all have played their
card of the turn, all cards are revealed, and the turn is scored:
With a number card, you stay
in play, the card remains on the
table. If you played your tomato,
you are out of the round, take

KÖNIG GRUMMELBART

BIRTHDAY CAKE FOR A SMILE
It’s König Grummelbart’s birthday and all at court are very
upset – the birthday cake for
the king is not ready and he is
in a grouchy mood. All animals
jump from step to step on the
staircase to collect cake ingredients to make sure that the cake
is ready before the king reaches
the Feast Hall. If it is achieved,
the king is smiling again!
The staircase is assembled in

26

5

ingredient and Grummelbart
tokens are put into the bag; the
king’s track and the table with
cake tiers are laid out.
The active player places his
piece on the top step of the staircase and snips it; you have three
tries to make the piece land on
a step. Other steps can be stepping stones, but only the piece
of the active player is scored.
If you reach a step, you either
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back your tomato and either
draw two cards or discard two
cards and then draw four cards.
Triumph: When there are only as
many players left as there are
triumph cards on the table, each
player – in descending order of
the total value of number cards
played – selects a triumph card.
In case of a tie, the value of the
tomato card decides, and all
players in the tie swap tomato
cards. If your selected triumph
card depicts tomatoes, you
draw as many cards.
If someone with minimum 12
trophies on his triumph cards
announces the end of the game
or there are not enough triumph cards for the next round,
you win with most trophies on
your cards, but only if you do
not have the fewest knives.
Reiner Knizia is always good for
victory conditions with a twist,
and there is one in this cute, very
simple card game, too – albeit a
game with the dilemma to continue battling and acquire a triumph card or to quit and draw
cards. þ

INFORMATION

draw one or two ingredient tiles
from the bag or the king moves
one step back, as indicated on
the step. Drawn ingredients are
put on the cake tiers, first on the
big one, then the middle and finally the small one. If you draw
a Grummelbart tile, the king
advances one step towards the
Hall and all ingredients, recently
drawn ones and also those on a
cake tier, go back into the bag.
When three ingredients are on
a cake tier, you turn it over and
put it on the festive table; the ingredients go back into the bag.
When all three tiers have been
stacked, the cake is done and all
win together, if the king has not
yet arrived at the Hall.
Very nice and not that easy –
the right strength for snipping
needs some practicing, but fortunately, pieces ending up on
their flat side or slanted score,
too. If you have been successful
together, you can bake the cake,
following the recipe given in the
rules! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Dominik Hüfner
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigospiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute graphics * Random
topic * Dilemma of drawing card versus acquiring
triumph card
Compares to:
Card games with two
simultaneous winning conditions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Artist: Andreas Besser
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, snipping
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design
and components * Adult
assistance needed for assembling * Snipping needs
good hand-eye coordination and dexterity
Compares to:
Snipping games with set targets
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

KRITZELN / KUAN t

KRITZELN

FAULTLESSLY FROM POINT TO POINT
You are surely familiar with the
well-known logic puzzle of connecting a grid of points in an
uninterrupted line and without
doubling a line? The solution is
to go outside the grid with the
line to make the necessary turn.
Kritzeln works in a similar way,
insofar as you need to duplicate
templates onto a grid of 16 x 16
dots.
In as many rounds as there are

8

players, each player is given a
template sheet and a grid sheet,
and you can decide if you want
to use a template showing
grid dots or one without grid
dots. All players draw simultaneously. You start at the point
marked with an arrow, must
draw a continuing line, must
not leave out any dot in the grid
and lines must not cross each
other. If you are done, you put

KUAN

FIVE IN A ROW
KUAN is a version of the x-ina-row mechanism, this time
featuring Red vs. Blue and formation of an orthogonal or diagonal row of five pieces of one
color.
You do not have your own player color, but each player begins
with five red and five blue pieces, the winning five-in-a-row
formation, however, consists of
pieces of the same color.
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Players alternate their turns and
place any of their pieces. If you
place a piece so that it – together with a second one of the same
color – encloses one or several
pieces of the second color in a
pincer movement, orthogonally
or diagonally, you take all pincered pieces off board into your
stock. The other player must
then replace all those pieces
with pieces from his own stock,

template sheet and your grid
sheet on top of each other and
hold them against the light for
checking and win the round, if
all is correct. If not, all continue
to play until someone wins. In
the following rounds, you always get the template of your
right neighbor. If, in a round, nobody produced a correct duplicate, the round is repeated with
the same templates; if again
nobody is correct, there is no
winner for this round. When all
rounds have been played, you
win with most won rounds.
Kritzeln is one of those games
that I call multiplayer solitaire
games; all play for themselves,
nobody interferes with others,
only your own abilities decide
the outcome, like here. You have
your template and only your
speed with which you can duplicate it, decides the outcome
– oh, erasing is expressively
allowed. If you use templates
without grid, it gets really challenging, you need good observation powers for that. þ

INFORMATION

but in the color of the two pincer pieces. Then this player becomes active player and places
any piece from his stock. Pieces
that you removed to your stock
after a pincer movement are
available to you without restriction. If a row of five pieces of one
color is formed, the active player
wins, even if it was formed by a
pincer replacement; such pincer
replacement by the opponent is
deemed to be part of the active
player’s turn.
If the opponent must place
a piece and cannot do it – he
has, for instance not enough
red pieces in stock to remove
two replace blue pieces taken
off board, he loses the game instantly.
Fewer rules than those are not
really possible, and more interesting game play with such
few rules neither. Both colors
for both players and the refilling rule after a pincer move offer tough tactical challenges.
By the way, a red piece placed
between two blue ones, or vice
versa, is NOT pincered! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Bernd Beckers
Artist: Visid GmbH
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Faultless template duplication
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nicely done challenges
* Age limit seems low *
Beautiful drawings, which
are titled
Compares to:
Games demanding faultless template
duplication
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Hajime Watanabe
Artist: Kotaro Kawa
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publ.: kua / Japon Brand 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Abstract, placement
Users: With friends
Version: jp
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very few rules * No specific
player colors * Tactically
challenging
Compares to:
Abstract games for two
with removal of enclosed
pieces
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u LITTLE MONSTER / MAGIC MAZE KIDS

LITTLE MONSTER

THAT CAME FOR LUNCH AND STAYED FOR TEA
Lunchtime in Monster Town;
each player guides two monsters in their race around the
table. 14 monster cards and 40
food cards are shuffled separately and stacked face-down.
Each player is dealt two food
cards, two monster cards and
the corresponding monster
tokens for playing pieces. Four
monster cards are laid out tableside as table and the playing

8

pieces are placed at the start.
The active player activities „start
of turn“ abilities of his monsters,
if applicable, and then draws
a food card. There is no limit to
cards in hand; if, however, the
total Appetite value of your
cards is higher than 30, you
must feed a monster, otherwise
you can feed. To feed, you select
a monster and play food cards
for it – if the appetite value of

MAGIC MAZE KIDS

FROM TO KING WITH A POTION
Failed experiments have turned
the king into a frog. Princess,
Prince, Knight and Sorceress
brew a potion to change him
back and complete missions
and collect ingredients.
Four double-sided boards introduce – from board A to board D
– new rules and new creatures
for obstacles. The basic mechanisms for all boards are that all
players play simultaneously,

28

5

may discuss and correlate their
actions and can move any character at any time. Movement
of characters is controlled by
each player commanding – in
relation to the number of players – one or two action tiles,
each providing one direction
of movement. To pick up an
ingredient, you move onto the
respective case; creatures must
be circumvented. On Board A,
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those cards is higher than 15,
your selected monster moves
one step; if it reaches the finish, it is placed on its card. Then
you turn played cards over until
the appetite is equal to or lower
than 15. If you cannot achieve
this with the first card, you turn
over a second one and take the
first one back in hand, and so on.
If appetite is equal to or lower
than 15, you resolve the actions
of all remaining open-faced
cards in any order. If you cannot
resolve an action completely,
you do not resolve it at all. Then
you discard all face-down and
faceup food cards, and can then
feed again, if you want. If you are
first to have both your monsters
at the finish, you win.
A very nice and very variable
family game, you can leave out
the monster traits when playing
with younger children, or you
can draft monsters or select two
monsters out of three received.
Tactic is possible despite a high
element of chance. þ

INFORMATION

you only collect ingredients; on
Board B you collect ingredients
and must meet other characters
On Board C, characters command special abilities and the
Minotaur is introduced as a new
obstacle. Board D is used with a
sand timer; each runtime of the
timer introduces a new mission
to the game that must be completed.
The game provides 11 tutorial
games for all four boards to familiarize players with the rules;
those tutorials are played on
the back side of the respective
boards. Furthermore, the rules
provide optional additional
challenges that can be added
at will to every board and which
can be combined any which
way.
This is a very nice and well-made
children’s version of Magic
Maze: The ability to communicate facilitates game play without watering it down the fun to
play is great and the challenges
are exactly right – and for those
who want more there is the XXL
version on a floor mat, offering
some rules extensions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: R. Lees, S. Mackenzie
Artist: A. Kedzior, A. Kopera
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publ.: Strawberry Studio 2018
http://strawberry.studio

EVALUATION
Racing, cards
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Cute design * Variable
game * Allows quite some
tactics
Compares to:
Race games with cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Artist: Gyom
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
simultaneous cooperative
placement
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Jungle animal characters
* Flair of the “big” game
nicely caught * Communication facilitates cooperation * XXL game with rules
additions is available
Compares to:
Cooperative move + collect games
Other editions:
2Tomatoes (es), Sit Down! (en, fr,
nl, de)
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PRESENTATION

MONOPOLY / MR. CABBAGEHEAD’S GARDEN t

MONOPOLY

MOGELN UND MAUSCHELN
Monopoly – the main mechanisms of this game classic are
well-known: You buy real estate
lots, pay and earn rent, build
houses and hotels, pay taxes
or end up in jail. In the Cheaters Edition variant, however,
a lot of features are different.
Buying real estate and paying rent remain the same, but
you build only hotels and are
actively encouraged to cheat.

8

The bank is handed from player
to player, train stations are not
for sale, utilities and taxes have
been abolished, and event and
community cards have been
adapted to the topic. If you go
to jail you must wear the handcuff, and, don’t forget, successful
cheating is rewarded.
Five Cheat cards are displayed –
you might have to cash the rent
for another player’s lot or move

MR. CABBAGEHEAD’S GARDEN

VAGETABLES, GARDEN DESIGN AND
NEIGHBORS
All Vernon Cabbagehead wants
is to quietly grow vegetables in
his garden. But his neighbors are
pesky, and he goes on holiday,
while his neighbors interfere in
his garden. 45 vegetable cards
and three „On Holiday“ cards are
prepared and stacked; Neighbor cards and corresponding
tokens – those are face-down –
are laid out.
Three rounds have two phases
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each: Planting and Neighbors.
For Planting you draw and lay
out three vegetable cards, select one to plant and put it into
the 6x3 grid. Depending on the
position of the selected card in
the grid, planting costs a bee, is
free or gives you a bee. Planted
vegetables cannot be shifted
but removed and replaced. The
higher of the two remaining
vegetable cards determines

any number of steps regardless
of your die result or steal money
from another player or not pay
rent when entering another
player’s lot. You can try at any
time to succeed in completing
such a card. You roll ad move,
comply with the instruction of
the case you reached and try to
cheat, if you want to, and then
hand die and bank on. When
the next player has rolled the
die, you announce if you did
cheat successfully and receive
the respective reward.
If you are caught cheating, you
incur the penalty noted on the
card. If you are accused of cheating and can prove your innocence, you receive 100 money
units.
When all real estate lots are sold
and all have returned to Go, you
win with with most money.
Games featuring topics on „the
other side” of the law have become standard, and if you can
forget about educational political correctness, you can have
lots of legal fun with this Monopoly version. þ

INFORMATION

how many neighbor tokens are
revealed and put on their cards.
Planting and revealing neighbors is repeated until five cards
have been planted. Then, in the
Neighbor Phase, the neighbor
with most tokens on his card
interferes in the garden, usually by removing a vegetable.
After three rounds, the garden
club arrives and scores groups
of adjacent identical vegetables
and garden design for positions
of vegetables in the grid, deducting points for compost. You
use Neighbor or New Neighbor
cards , included expansions
provide Grasshoppers and Romancing Eudora for the solo
game.
In a game for two players, Mr.
Cabbagehead competes with
his Neighbor Ned, each of them
with their own garden.
A placement puzzle with sensational graphics and humorous
card names, quickly played, featuring lots of chance. Neighbors
can ruin the best laid plans and
need some strategy as unused
vegetables determine neighbors that come into play. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Roll, move, buy, cheat
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en hu pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Politically “incorrect” topic
* Lots of fun to play * Nice
components * Well-made
version
Compares to:
All other editions of
Monopoly
Other editions:
Hasbro (cn en hu pl)

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Todd Sanders
Artist: Todd Sanders
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: LudiCreations 2018
www.ludicreations.com

EVALUATION
Card placement, groups
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazing design * Good
mix of luck and tactic with
a bit of strategy * Plays very
quickly * Fantastic solitaire
game
Compares to:
Placement games featuring groups
in grids
Other editions:
Air and Nothingness Press (2018, en)
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PRESENTATION

u MYSTIC VALE / NESSOS

MYSTIC VALE

DER GROSSE MANASTURM
Card Crafting, that is, card building, on the topic of healing
damage to the land. You play,
similar to deck building games,
cards on the table and use their
effects and symbols to acquire
additional cards for your deck
and for victory points. Too many
damage point while revealing
cards end your turn without result. The special feature of the
game are the deck cards them-

selves; they are made from clear
plastic and only partially printed; to build your cards, you add
newly acquired cards to one of
the starting cards in a sleeve
until all possible positions are
filled. When the victory point
markers run out, you win with
most victory points from cards
and markers.
Der große Manasturm is a new
theme set, including 66 Ad-

NESSOS

HEROES VERSUS CHARON
Greek heroes catch mythical
Creatures in amphoras to sacrifice them to the gods,
pursued by Charon. 55 Amphora cards comprise 40 Creature
cards, four each for numbers 1
to 10, and 15 Charon cards. In
relation to player numbers, you
take Creature and Charon cards
out, shuffle the rest and deal five
cards to each player, the rest is
draw pile.

30

8

The active players offers a facedown Amphora card to a player
of his choice – for a creature,
you must name the true value,
for a Charon card you may and
should lie. The player receiving
the offer can accept, reveal the
card and set it down openly, or
refuse the offer and give the
card back – in this case the offering player must display the card
himself – or the receiving player
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vancements and 21 Vale cards,
eight new leaders and eight
Amulets as new mana tiles for
use in „Feld verderben“. Cards
and amulets can now carry penalty points for the final scoring.
Cards in this set, too, can carry
the Verbergen/Eclipse symbol; Advancements carrying
this symbol are covered by a
standard advancement or you
slide them behind a standard
advancement; you can never
slide it in front of a standard or
another Eclipse advancement.
For the game mode Conclave - a
separate expansion in the Alderac range - some elements are included in Der große Manasturm:
Totems are a new card type, they
are not Advancements and not
„cards“ when cards are referred
to in card texts; Totems are always displayed openly and
cannot be upgraded. Conclave
cards offer suggestions for Advancement and Vale card decks.
Again, new and more ideas,
mechanisms and cards for the
highly interesting and challenging card crafting system. þ

INFORMATION

can add a second card, naming
on the value of the new card,
and offer both cards to another
player. If you already had an offer in a round, you cannot get
another one. If you are offered
three cards, you must either
accept and display the cards or
hand them back to the offering
player, you cannot add a fourth
card!
If someone displays one, two or
three cards, the round ends. For
a new round, all refill their hand
to five cards. If you have accrued
the necessary points to win – in
relation to player numbers, with
the creatures you collected, you
win the game. Sets of cards 1, 2
and 3 earn 10 bonus points per
set. If you must display your 3rd
Charon card, you are out of the
game, even if at that moment
you should have enough creature points to win.
An enticing game, both visually
and as to mechanisms, quick
and full of bluff, and attractive
due to the truth for creature
cards and the damage limitation to three cards. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

75+

Designer: John D. Clair
Artist: Risky & others, Berszuk
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Card assembly from partcards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Second expansion for
Mystic Vale * Lots of new
elements and mechanisms
* Includes elements from
the Alderac Conclave
Expansion
Compares to:
Mystic Vale and all expansions
Other editions:
AEG (en)

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: T. Sayama, T. Arao
Artist: Miguel Coimbra
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publ.: Iello / Hutter Trade 2018
www.iello.com

EVALUATION
Cards, bluff
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice design * Simple
rules * Lots of bluff * Abstract despite topic * (c)
image kalchio BGG
Compares to:
Games with secret card
offers
Other editions:
Iello (en fr)
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PRESENTATION

OH FORTUNA / PENK t

OH FORTUNA

AIR, WATER AND GODS
Gods roll dice for dominance
over Air and Water, players bet,
with Fortuna’s help, on one of
the two powers.
Cards of value 0 to 42 are either
point cards showing golden
numbers or Fortuna cards showing white numbers and positive
or negative value markers. Cards
are sorted in ascending order by
their white corner value and laid
out as stated in the rules in sev-

8
en rows, every player has a dice
board and a god card.
You roll six dice, decide on water or air and turn your god card
over to the respective side. Then
you set minimum one die on
your board, beginning at case 1
of the board roll the remaining
dice, place dice, etc. Each newly
placed die must – for Air – have
the same or higher value as the
previously placed die, or - for

PENK

SIX DICE WITH JOKER SYMBOLS
In this version of the standard
mechanism – roll dice and mark
results – you use six dice showing numbers One to Five and
one joker symbol. The scoring
sheet features a 5x5 grid. The
rows of the grid are horizontally
marked with numbers – 1, 2, 3,
5 and 8 in rows 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
On top of the columns are
placed dice symbols showing
values One to Five from left to
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right, and in front of each rows
you see empty dice icons – 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5 from top to bottom.
The active player rolls six dice
and can re-roll twice. Then you
mark the result in the crossing
point of column for a pip result
and the row for the number of
dice showing that number of
pips. The marked cell yields the
points it shows, albeit only if you
have marked minimum three

Water – show the same or a
lower value. If you cannot place
a die correctly, you put a dice on
the penalty case. When all dice
have been placed, you add the
values of correctly placed dice
and and 7 to this total for each
die on the penalty case. Then
you take the card from the display whose corner value equals
your result or – if necessary – the
next higher one from the Air or
Water section of the display.
If you own Fortuna cards you
can use them to modify your
total and then put them back
into the display. If you place
the black die on case one of our
board, you can steal the correct
card for your total from another
player instead of taking the next
higher one. You win with 35-2521 points from golden numbers
in case of 2-3-/4-5 players.
A nice dice game with a rather
given tactic – try to get a few
Fortuna cards first and then use
them to conquer high-value
point cards in the Air or Water
section. þ

INFORMATION

cells in this row or column. Joker
symbol results can only be used
in combination with numbers
and you can only use one joker
for any result. You can combine
the dice any way you like to
mark maximum three results in
your turn.
If you were able to mark all
cells in a row or column, you
have achieved PENK and block
this row or column for all other
players; they all must cross off
remaining empty cells in the
respective row or column. For
a failed roll you must cross off
all remaining empty cells in a
column of your choice. If someone has filled two columns,
regardless if cells were marked
or crossed off, you sum all rows
and columns with minimum
three marked cells at the end of
the round,
Not really new, but nice and
well-working – a clever game
without much ado, quickly explained and fun to play. The
condition of minimum markings to score for row or column
is a rather tactical detail. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Artist: wir.design
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Dice
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard core mechanism
* Nicely varied result modification * Rather abstract
despite topic
Compares to:
Dice games with result
modifications
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Simone Luciani
Artist: R. Audia, E. Micucci
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Cranio Creations 2018
www.craniocreations.it

EVALUATION
Dice
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Very nicely varied * Simple
rules * Fun to play
Compares to:
Qwixx, Ganz schön clever
ánd other dice games for
results in rows and columns
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it)
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PRESENTATION

u POLAR PARTY / PUERTO RICO

POLAR PARTY

PENGUINS ALONE AT HOME
Little penguins, alone at home,
are partying, they slide off icebergs and collect fishes, as
many as they can.
Ice floe chips – most of them
showing fishes on their back,
but there are also some showing only fish bones – are spread
out, floe side up, to form the
Arctic Sea. Each player forms
his own individual iceberg with
tear-proof paper, puts it at the

5

edge of the Arctic Sea and puts
two penguin kids of his chosen
color – awake side up – onto the
iceberg. The homecoming track
for the parents is laid out and
the parent penguins begin at
the start of the path.
The active player rolls the die: If
the result is a fish, you take an
ice floe and set it down as your
unsecured stock. If you rolled
Wilbur the Whale, he eats all

PUERTO RICO

DAS KARTENSPIEL

Card game based on the Puerto
Rico board game, featuring 44
production and 68 city buildings with varying building costs
and victory points; all cards
have a triple function – building, commodity or money. You
begin with four cards and one
Indigoküperei as a production
building in your display. Starting with the governor – not a
role, but the name for the start-

32

ing player function for checking on card limits etc. – players
in turn select a role; the active
player implements the role’s
action with the role privilege,
all other players without the
privilege: Builder – all can build,
the builder pays one card less;
Councillor –selects a card from
five cards drawn from the pile,
the others from two cards; Producer – produces two commodi-
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your unsecured stock. If the die
result is a penguin, you move
one parent penguin one step on
the homecoming path towards
the igloo. When you have resolved your die result and have
still got two awake penguins,
you roll a second time and resolve this result, too.
If you want to secure your fish
stock, you put one of your
penguins to sleep on top of it,
showing his sleeping side; those
fishes are secure and cannot
be eaten by Wilbur the Whale.
When both of your penguins
are asleep, you do not roll the
die but move one of the two
parent penguins. When all penguins are asleep or when the
parent penguins have arrived
at the igloo or the Arctic Sea is
empty, you win with most fishes
from your secure stock.
Simply enchanting. The selfmade iceberg are a fascinating
feature and the timely securing
of some fish demands a little bit
of tactic and provides an additional thrilling challenge. þ

INFORMATION

ties in an empty production
building (one card from the pile
goes face down onto the building), the others one commodity.
Trader - sells two commodities,
all other players one. Prospector
– only he draws one card.
Buildings in your display influence your action options; you
cannot, for instance, build two
identical city buildings, as they
change the rules massively for
you when built; you can set
cards aside for victory points
with the Chapel or keep two
cards instead of one with the
Prefecture, and so on. Whoever
is first to have 12 buildings in his
display, ends the game and the
winner is the player with most
victory points.
The game was a sensation when
first published as San Juan, offering the bonus that is works
exceedingly well for two players;
it is still sensational under the
name of Puerto Rico – one of
the most ingenious alea games,
and a game that should be part
of every game collection. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Bos, Dreier-Brückner
Artist: A. Pätzke, C. Geigenmüller
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Dice, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
You form your own iceberg
* Simple rules * A bit of
tactic, lots of chance * Challenging fun
Compares to:
All games on penguins
collecting fish
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Artist: H. Lieske, Mia Steingräber
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publ.: alea / Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Cards
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition of San Juan
* Includes “Die neuen
Gebäude” expansion *
Excellent 2-player game
Compares to:
Puerto Rico board game
Other editions:
As Puerto Rico 2018 at alea (fr),
Lacerta (pl)
As San Juan at Broadway Toys (cn),
Grow Jogos (pt), Giochi Uniti (it), alea
/ Rio Grande (en)
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PRESENTATION

PULP DETECTIVE / QWANTUM t

PULP DETECTIVE

SOLVE CASES BY ROLLING DICE
Rolling dice solves cases! The
game features 27 Investigate
cards, three Case cards, two
Police and Detective card, one
Clue/Stamina card per player
plus four Investigate dice, a Paper Boy dice and an Underworld
Connection die.
You select a detective with special ability, a case card and a level of difficulty for the case and
then mark the tracks for time,

stamina and clues. A Criminal
card in any orientation shows all
possible suspects.
To solve a case, you must find all
clues and confront the criminal.
If you run out of time or stamina
before doing so, the case remains unsolved and you lose
the game. In a game turn, you
play phases: 1. Storyline – You
draw three cards and display
one of them to continue the

QWANTUM

ANOTHER GAME IN THE SERIES
Qwixx - Qwinto - Qwantum! A
new dice game using a new selection of dice for results that are
entered in the color rows of your
scoring sheet. The game features one standard D6 die and
six color dice for numbers 1 to 6
on colored backgrounds of red,
yellow, blue or purple; however,
those dice do not show numbers 1 to 6, but varying combinations of those numbers.
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The scoring sheet shows for
color rows, each with six cases,
split into 4+2 cases by a marking. Results are entered from left
to right and must show ascending values up to the marking,
and descending values after the
marking.
The active player rolls all seven
dice and can select to re-roll any
number of dice once but cannot
check the color distribution on a

story line – for stamina, items or
clues, discard one card and return one card to the deck. When
doing this, you should pay attention to icons in the corners
of the cards – correlations in the
story line can give you additional dice rolls. 2. Investigate – You
roll dice for icon combinations
according to the current task on
the time line and can improve
the result with twist markers
and your special ability; if you
roll is successful, you receive
things, in case of a failure you
lose something. 3. Time passes.
If you have found the necessary number of clues, the most
frequent icon determines the
criminal and you confront him
by rolling dice as in the Investigate phase, with all options for
result modification.
Not for casual gamers! Here you
confront a game and defeat it
and are played by it despite tactical and strategical options – a
game for players with frustration tolerance. And, yes, sometimes you will win! þ

INFORMATION

die before re-rolling!
Now you can select one color,
sum the results, add the value
of the white D& to the total and
enter the result in the corresponding color row. Then, every
player, even the active one, can
select one of the three remaining colors, sum it, add the D6
value and enter the result. If a
color is not rolled, the D6 also
represents that color.
If the active player cannot enter
a result in both cases, he must
mark a failure. When a column is
complete, you score the secondhighest value in the column. If
someone has filled all rows or
had to mark his fifth failure roll,
you win with most points after
deducting your failure rolls, -1
for the first, -2 for the second,
etc., up to a maximum of 15 for
five failures.
Qwantum is a felicitous addition
to the series, with nicely varied
mechanisms and the necessary
tad of tactics to provide attractive fun for all the family. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Todd Sanders
Artist: T. Sanders, S. Properties
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: AV Studio Games / LudiCreations 2018
www.avstudiogames.com

EVALUATION
Detecting, dice
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Solitaire game with a
2-player variant * Unusual
mechanism mix * Many
modifications for dice
results * The game is in
charge * (c) Image HolsDerGeier BGG
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
AV Studio Games (en fr), AV Studio
Games / LudiCreations (de), Giochix
(it)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Anna Oppolzer & Team
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2018
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Dice, result marking
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Uses special dice * Version
of Qwixx and Quinto * Very
nice family game * Tactics
are possible
Compares to:
Qwixx and other dice game
using result marking
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u RAILROAD INK / RINGO

RAILROAD INK

BLAZING RED EDITION
Aim of the game is to connect
as many exits as possible in networks for rail and road by drawing tracks. There are three exits
on each side of the 7x7 grid. The
more exits you can connect to
the same network, the more
valuable the network is. Four
dice show track segments for
rail and road, stations and overpasses. Stations connect roads
with rails. The longest rail track,

8
the longest road track and using
the nine central cases of the grid
will yield bonuses.
At the start of a round the four
track segment dice are rolled;
the results are for use by all players and must be added to track
on each player’s board once –
connected to an exit or a track
already drawn. The track segment on the dice can be rotated
or mirrored any way you want

RINGO

TRACK OF THE RINGS
Ringo offers a new version of
a favorite mechanisms – X in
a Row! Four rings or four discs
in your own color must be arranged in a row, horizontally,
vertically or diagonally. Every
player has four rings and ten
discs of a color, red or blue.
The rings are laid out to form the
four edges of a square; rings of
one color form the four corners
of the square, the rings of the

34

7
other color are placed into the
middle positions of the four
edges of the square. The player
whose color forms the corners is
the starting player.
The active player places a disc
in one of his own or into an opponent’s ring and then picks up
the ring he has just filled and
adds it to the display, horizontally or vertically adjacent to
another ring; in other words,
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for putting it on the grid. In addition to the segments on dice
results you can – once per round
– make use one of the special
track segments provided on
your personal board, albeit each
of them only once per game
and only three of them per
game. Track segments added
to the board are marked at the
end of the round with the number of the round and cannot be
deleted. After seven rounds you
score your board and deduct
one point for each unconnected
end-of-track.
The Meteor Dice expansion introduces meteor hits that destroy track, but if you connect to
the crater you can gain valuable
resources. The Lava Dice expansion provides points for the biggest lava lake and contained
lava streams.
This is more a multiplayer solitaire logic puzzle than a game,
offering a good mix of chance
and tactic and a high replay value due to the very well-working
expansions. þ

INFORMATION

the ring must be placed into the
same row or column of its starting position and it may not be
placed over a disc. If you have
no discs left in your stock, you
relocate one of your discs in the
display; but you must take care
that the resulting gap does not
split the display into two parts;
a diagonal connection is, however, sufficient in this case.
Ringo is not a game by designer
and publisher Steffen Mühlhäuser, but by Julien Griffon,
and yet I am tempted to call
that game a typical Steffen one;
it is yet another felicitous representative of the type of games
preferred by the publisher – a
game for two players, elegant,
abstract, featuring beautiful
components and minimal rules
for maximum effect; and all that
with an absolutely non-standard but refreshingly different
mechanism for the standard
principle of X in a Row. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: H. Hach, L. Silva
Artist: Marta Tranquilli
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: CMON / Horrible Games 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Track building, dice
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: de en it nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
For 12 plyers in combination with Deep Blue *
Expansions from Deep Blue
can be used with Blazing
Red * High replay value
Compares to:
Track drawing games in general
Other editions:
Ghenos Games (it), Horrible Games
(de), announced: Foxgames (pl),
White Goblin Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Julien Griffon
Artist: Steffen Mühlhäuser & Team
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2018
www.steffen-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Row formation
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Elegant design * Beautiful
components * Minimal
rules * Nice version of a
familiar concept
Compares to:
All row formation games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

ROBOTER RANDALE / ROCK ME ARCHIMEDES t

ROBOTER RANDALE

INTERGALAKTISCHER SPIELSPASS!
Instant fun from instant play! No
rule reading, because there is
no rule book. You only need to
check the images on the back of
the box, unpack the game and
start playing, shooting robots
through the worm hole into the
opposing galaxy. But take care,
your opponent could return fire!
If he’s got the time for retaliating
....!
The box contains a wooden

6

chest that opens up to form the
two-part game board. The inside of the chest halves shows
space scenery in enchanting
50ties retro design, a passage
forms the worm hole between
the two board halves aka galaxies, and one elastic band at the
ends of the galaxies opposite to
the worm hole.
Each player has six robot pieces
of a color, puts them into his half

ROCK ME ARCHIMEDES

BALANCE AND MOVEMENT
A see-saw made from wood,
comprising a half-circle foot that
also holds the playing pieces,
and a board with grooves and
dents, showing color-indicated
zones – one end zone for each
player, two intermediate zones
and a middle zone. Each player
has 12 marbles of a color and
selects his end zone. At the start
of the game, all marbles are outside the board. Players alternate
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their turns.
The active player can either
place on of his marbles from
outside into any dent in the
middle zone, or he can roll the
die and move one several marbles accordingly. Valid options
for movement are: Only orthogonally in any direction; you can
roll a marble along the grooves
or pick it up and set it down at
the target dent; you can jump

of the board and begins immediately – simultaneously with
his opponent – to shoot the
robots into the opposing half of
the galaxy, by pulling back the
elastic band and then letting go
of it. Good hand-eye coordination and handling of the elastic
band are necessary. Holding the
robot to move back the band
and then letting go of the robot
works less well than positioning
the robot, pulling back the elastic band and letting go of it – at
least for me.
Whoever is first to have positioned all his robots in the opposing half of the board, wins.
Of course, you can also send
back an opposing robot into his
half, but that takes time!
Cute, simple fun and yet considerable challenge! The worm
hole is aggravatingly narrow,
and the starting position is not
always ideal, especially not after
collisions with opposing robots
that come flying through the
worm hole!
„Turn around!“ does not help,
returning fire would, especially
with your own robot! þ

INFORMATION

over opposing marbles – this
counts as one step per marble
– and each marble can only be
moved once per turn. You must
always do the full number of
moves, and may use any zone
on the board, even the end zone
of your opponent. You cannot
touch the see-saw and you cannot counter imbalance with additional marbles. If you manage
to get four marbles into your
end zone without misbalancing
the board, you win. Variants offer a second victory condition
– forcing the opponent’s end
zone to touch the table; or you
win with four marbles in any of
the end zones, or you cannot
roll the marbles.
A classy, elegant design and
streamlined simple mechanisms for a game, in which you
need to know the consequences of marble movements on the
board’s balance; a too aggressive play can allow your opponent to win. In the basic version
you can block your opponent by
placing three marbles in his end
zone. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2018
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Motor skills
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting, high-quality
components * No rules *
Picture instructions on back
of box * Needs motor skills
and hand-eye-coordination
Compares to:
Snipping games with
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Matt Buchanan
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Spin Master 2018
www.spinmaster.com

EVALUATION
Balance, placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en es fr hu it nl
pl pt ro ru sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, with Marbles
Brain Workshop * Changed
packaging * Elegant design
* Simple rules
Compares to:
Balance, Balance Duell
Other editions:
Marbles Brain Workshop 2012 (en)
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PRESENTATION

u ROCK THE BOCK! / SAGRADA

ROCK THE BOCK!

LIMITED FESTIVAL TICKETS
Run on tickets! Stag, cow, horse,
sheep and pig want to get tickets for the festival, but available
tickets for each animal type and
the mixed VIP zone are limited.
3, 4, 5 or 6 players are dealt 13,
12, 10 or 8 cards from the stack
prepared for the number of
players, set one or two cards
aside and take one special card
each of Black Market, Porta-Potty and VIP Pass. The first place-

8

ment card is turned up.
All play one face-down animal
simultaneously – no special
cards yet! – and reveal them.
Then all play two more cards now special cards are possible,
too – and reveal them and score
them separately for animal
types and VIP zone. Combinations of special cards or special
card + animal card provide more
tickets for the type of animal or

SAGRADA

COLORED DICE FOR A WINDOW
Roll dice for the most beautiful
window in the Sagrada Familia
in Barcelona! 90 dice represent
glass pieces for the windows
and show color and tinge, the
lower the die value the lighter
the tinge.
At the start you get a board for
your window and two pattern
template cards – you select one
of the four sides and put the
card into the board accordingly.
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Then you receive favor tokens
based on your card and a Secret
Order; three General Orders and
three Tool cards are on display.
In ten rounds of the game with
two turns each, every player is
active once per turn.
At the start of a round, the starting player draws two dice per
player + plus one die from the
bag and rolls them for available
stock for all players. In a move,
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for VIPs or promote a type of
animal to VIP status. When there
are enough tickets for the total
of an animal played by all, you
put two animals openly on your
festival stack if you played most
cards, or one card face-down if
you played the second-most
cards. If there are not enough
tickets for an animal on the
placement cards, the player
who played most of those animals takes back all of them; if
there are still too few tickets,
the player with the now most
animals takes them back, and so
on, until there are enough tickets for remaining animals.
If someone has three or less
animal cards in hand, you score
open-faced animals in you stack
with their value and face-down
ones with 2 points. After three
such round scorings you win
with most points.
A pretty game with a nice mix
of luck in cards received and
clever use of the special cards;
after one or two trial games you
know exactly what to do! þ

INFORMATION

the active player has two actions
in any order: 1. Put a die from
available stock into your own
window, starting in a corner or
at an edge, later next to any die
in the window. You follow the
requests of your selected pattern template and can never
place two dice of the same color
or tinge = value next to each
other. 2. Put one or two favor tokens on a tool card, depending
on how many are there already,
and use card ability to influence
dice values or positions.
After ten rounds, you score
General Order cards, maybe
several times if you can meet
their requests more than once,,
and your Special Order card as
well as remaining unused favor
tokens minus free slots in your
window.
Sagrada first and foremost is
a fantastically beautiful game,
and also a game with a sophisticated mix of luck in the roll of
the dice and challenging decisions on how to use available
dice to optimum advantage. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Artist: Marcin Piwowarski
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Cards, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Needs one or two introductory games * Good mix of
chance and tactics
Compares to:
Card games with slot
limitations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Andrews, Adamescu
Artist: Peter Wocken, Jens Wiese
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Dice, placement, pattern
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn cz de en es fr hu it
jp kr nl pl pt ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Exceedingly beautiful
game * Simple basic rules *
Good mix of optimum use
of templates and chance *
Expansion for 5&6 players
available
Compares to:
Games using dice for pattern formation
Other editions:
Cranio (it), Crowd Games (ru), Devir (es), Engames
(jp), Floodgate (en), Foxgames (pl), Galapagos
Juegos / Mebo (pt), Mandoo (kr), Matagot (fr, nl)
Mindok (cz), One Moment (cn), Reflexshop (hu)
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PRESENTATION

SCUBI SEA SAGA / SHOWTIME t

SCUBI SEA SAGA

LOGIC IN THE OCEAN

The ocean – columns in the
board – are full of red crabs, blue
squids, green puffer fish, pink
jellyfish and yellow star fish on
round markers, and there are
also sea horses for jokers in all
five colors.
The App is downloaded and
started; each player selects one
of the five ocean creatures and
the columns of the board are
filled with the various ocean

6
creatures as indicated by the
app. The remaining markers are
put into the bag. Then the app
names the active player: you
have 10 seconds to switch two
adjacent markers in the columns
of the board When then minimum three or more markers of
the same colors are adjacent
horizontally or vertically you
take the markers off the board
and enter the type of creature

SHOWTIME

WHAT IS NINA NORMAL VIEWING TODAY?
In three rounds, movies are
screened, and you try to get
four of your own visitors into
the best seats; they want to see
a movie in their favorite genre
and sit next to nice people. The
better you meet those demands
the more points you score.
Depending on the number of
players, you lay out a cinema
of 2-4 rows of seats plus lobby
with cash booths and red car-

www.gamesjournal.at
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pet; your meeple begins at the
start of the red carpet and you
stack 16 different visitor cards;
you begin by drawing four cards
in hand, and also hold three tickets for point level markers.
You play a person from hand
on a free seat, Ken Krawall and
Sophie Schnulze also on taken
seats, check on the person’s
preferred genre and move two
steps on the red carpet for cor-

and the number of markers for
victory points into the app. You
cannot take diagonally adjacent markers and one of the
markers in a line must be an
ocean creature, you cannot take
groups consisting only of sea
horses. Then you close gaps on
the board by moving markers.
When this results in further suitable groups, you can take them
and enter the number into the
App to score. Sea horses double
scores and you earn extra points
if you collect markers showing
your creature that you selected
at the start. If nothing can be
taken or taken any more after
shifting, the board is refilled by
randomly drawn markers from
the bag and the shark marker is
moved. After six rounds you win
with most points. In later levels,
events are added for variety.
Paying close attention, planning
ahead and collecting your own
markers if possible – a nice mix,
spiced up by speed, reaction
and more chance in the upper
level events. þ

INFORMATION

relation; then you draw a card.
When all seats in the cinema
are taken, you score Enjoyment
points for seats and effects of
seat neighbors for steps on the
red carpet. Some persons have
effects on themselves, too, or
only such effects. The variant Director’s Cut uses 12 persons that
are used by all players.
The bonus material of the Special Guests promo - included in
the game - introduces four new
visitors for each player. You can
shuffle them all into your deck
or jointly eliminate persons
from play or secretly assemble
your personal group of visitors.
It is the topic that provides the
fun here, because it is close to
reality and very painstakingly
implemented – you lose points
if you sit behind the tall guy or
beside the girl that keeps giggling, and the seats at the back
in the middle of the row are
the best. Otherwise, you usually „must“ do what the cards
in hand let you do, and yes, you
can be a bit mean, too. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Rudy Games 2018
www.rudy-games.at

EVALUATION
Logic, shifting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice mix of mechanisms
* App as randomizer and
game master * Very attractive components
Compares to:
App-driven logic and
shunting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer: A. Oppolzer, S. Kloß
Artist: C. Fiore, F. GmbH
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Card placing, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Topic very
well implemented * Not
much tactics * Good family
game * (c) Image Tinter /
spielen.at
Compares to:
Placement games with card interaction
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u TOP SECRET / TRANS EUROPA & TRANS AMERIKA

TOP SECRET

WINK AND SQUINT

Secret signals for secret missions! Each player must reveal
himself to the agent depicted
on his Agent mission card and
then meet him at the location
according to that players Location mission card.
For each player, card for his
agent are in play; agent cards
and location cards are stacked
separately, and four location
markers are placed on the table

at generous distances from
each other.
You have an agent card for your
active mission and a location
card for your passive mission
in hand. You must contact the
agent depicted on your current
agent card and must signal the
meeting point to the location
on your location card to the
agent that contacted you. You
wink at the agent in your hand

TRANS EUROPA & TRANS AMERIKA

TRACKS BETWEEN CITIES
Trans Europa and Trans Amerika
are track-building games, or
more accurately, track placement games, using maps of
Central Europe and USA.
Each version uses 35 city cards
in five colors; each color represents a region of the maps. Aim
of the game is to be first to score
13 points over several rounds of
the game.
For a round, you draw one city
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card of each color – depending
on the number of players, varying numbers of cities are in play
– and need to be first to connect
your cities. For your first move,
you place your starting piece on
any crossing or any city on the
map. Starting from there, you
place two tracks per turn for two
single track segments or one
track for a double segment, to
continue or own network, with-
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and he tells you the meeting
point by looking at the location
marker depicted on his location
card. If you were winked at by
another player, you must then
tell him the meeting point by
looking at the location marker
depicted on your location card.
Winking at players and squinting at locations can be done
anytime by any one, there is no
turn order.
If you hold the suitcase marker
and did wink, you can complete
a mission by revealing the card
of the agent that you winked at
and naming the location in his
hand. If all is correct, both players keep their respective card for
a point and draw new cards. You
can also be accused – with consequences for whoever is right
or wrong. If someone cannot
draw a new agent mission, you
win with most cards.
Very nice, well-made fun to play,
and there is basically only one
way to play – wink at your target
whenever you can and squint
very clearly and take care not to
be caught1 þ

INFORMATION

out building over other track or
crossing lakes or ocean. If you
connect your net to another
player’s net, you can continue
building at any point in that net,
too. If you are first to connect
your cities, you score 4 prestige
points, the others score 3-2-10 points for 1-2-3/4-5 missing
connections in their net. Then
all track pieces are removed, and
you draw new city cards for the
next round.
This new edition features a double-sided board and introduces
a version using special cards –
for each round, you turn up one
which changes the rules for all
players for the round.
A simple and yet sophisticated
game with more tactics than
you first expect. Especially interesting is the indirect interaction
from connecting to other nets
– at the end of the round there
is one joint net – and the often
unintentional connection of a
city from another player’s net.
Highly attractive entertainment
for all types of players! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Prospero Hall
Artist: Forrest-Pruzan Creative
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Observation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism * Lots
and lots of interaction *
Close observation is necessary * Variable duration
from varying numbers of
agent cards used
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Shifty Eyed Spies, Big G Creative (en)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Artist: Vohwinkel, Climatoribus
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Track placement for network
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de fr nl en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple, easy rules * Interesting indirect interaction *
High replay value
Compares to:
20011 first game of this
kind
Other editions:
Rio Grande Games (en), earlier
separate editions at Winning Moves
2002, 2005, 2007 (de) and Winsome
Games 2001 (en)
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PRESENTATION

TRAPWORDS / TRICK ᾿N TROUBLE t

TRAPWORDS

WORDS FORM TRAPS IN A DUNGEON!
Dungeon-Crawl using words!
Two teams advance from room
to room in the dungeon, avoid
traps and fight the monster. A
dungeon of five random tiles is
laid out and you place two curses on tiles 2 and 4 and a monster
in the last room of the line.
Each team draws a card for the
word of the round, puts in the
book without looking at it and
then shows the visible word

to all team members. Now the
team writes down a number of
so-called trap words – equal to
the number on the dungeon
tile location of the team pawn that must not be named when
giving clues. Then the books are
swapped, and the clue giver of
each team looks at the word and
then gives clues to his team. The
word must be guessed within 40
seconds with five tries without

TRICK `N TROUBLE

TAKING TRICKS FOR A JOINT GOAL
Tricks provide points for completion of tasks which in turn
provide items; with more than
50 item points you hinder Doc
Crazy to create a huge monster.
Players must not communicate on cards in hand – there
are values 3-9 in three colors,
two-colored value 2 cards and
three-colored value 1 cards – or
on planned completions of task
or the order of task completion.

www.gamesjournal.at

In nine rounds, you refill the
display to five tasks in three difficulty levels and replenish your
hand to five cards, while possible. Then the starting player can
pass a card to his left neighbor –
he takes it up and passes a card
to his neighbor, it can be the
one just received – and can then
swap a task with the stack. Then,
all play one in card in turn, following suit; a 2 works for both its

naming one of the trap words. If
the team succeeds, it advances
by one room. When both teams
fail, the monster advances a step
towards the teams. If the team is
in a room with a curse, it must
comply with the stipulation on
the curse card while guessing.
When team and monster are
in the same room, the monster
modifies the rules in analogy to
the curse cards. When the word
is guessed, the monster is defeated and the successful team
wins. If both teams had to fight
the monster and both succeed,
they share the victory. When
both teams fail to defeat the
monster, the monster wins after
eight rounds.
Taboo in a dungeon – the fun is
in the rule modifications from
curses and mosters and in the
two different sets of words provided, one for a Fantasty topic
and one modern for daily use.
Definitely a fun party game –
the better you know each other
the better you can target the
trap words. þ

INFORMATION

colors, a 1 for all colors, but with
special rules. Then the color values of the three cards are added
separately, the results are used
to complete tasks that show the
exact value or a lower value for
the respective color Whoever
played the highest card, is the
next starting player. After nine
rounds, you add up the points
on cards for completed tasks; if
you achieve 50 or more points,
Doc Crazy is defeated.
In the Expert Mode, there is no
swapping of tasks and you cannot look at previously played
cards. In the Story Mode, there is
only one stack of tasks and you
add up completed tasks, not
values, a total of 27 defeats Doc
Crazy.
The aim of the game is not to
win tricks for yourself, but to
achieve the necessary points for
task completion in the tricks, all
without conferring. A cute and
well-made challenge for exactly
three players. Passed cards and
swapped tasks can be hints! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

4-8+

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Jan Březina und Team
Artist: R. Torres, D. Jablonovský
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publ.: Czech Games Edition 2018
www.czechgames.com

EVALUATION
Word guessing, dungeon
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Two sets of words – Fantasy
and Modern * Individual
trap words * Good for big
groups
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Announced for 2019: CGE (de), Rebel
(pl), White Goblin (nl)

PLAYERS:

3

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Fukutarou
Artist: Franz Klemens, atelier198
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2018
www.frosted-games.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, trick-taking
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
For exactly three players
only * Taking tricks is the
common goal * The trick
value is important, not who
took it
Compares to:
Trick-taking with a joint goal for all
players
Other editions:
Matsuda98 (jp), 2014
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u VEKTORACE / ZOCKEN

VEKTORACE

TRACKLESS CAR RACE
Car racing with „real cars“ and
without a board for a track! Before the first game you have to
assemble the cars from pre-cut
card board pieces, there are
eight different cars to choose
from.
You select your car and put it
next to the starting piece as
depicted in the rules; the start/
finish line is part of the pit wall.
A track of your choice made up

from „corners” that need to be
circumnavigated is laid out und
you select a total of eight Nitro
and Tyre points in any combination. Car movement is done
by placing movement vectors
of different length, they represent the five gears for the cars.
You put the vector in front of
the car and then put the car at
one of the available positions at
the end of the vector; then you

ZOCKEN

5 ON RED BENEATH A RED CASE!
Seven dice of seven colors must
be arranged in an ascending or
descending sequence.
The active player rolls one of the
seven die after the other and
placed it into one of the nine
placement cases of the board to
form a descending or ascending
number sequence while at the
same time for as many as many
correlations as possible with the
color cases above the place-

40
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ment cases. Adjacent dice can
have the same value, and gaps
higher than 1 between numbers ae possible. If a die cannot
be placed according to these
parameters, it must be placed
on the “out” space. There are
two evasion cases to save the
sequence, but no color correlation is possible on those cases.
After the third roll, the other
players can place a bet that the
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can change the vector, change
gear one level up or down, that
is. This decision MUST be taken
at the end of your turn, without
measuring of distances and is
binding, you pick up your next
vector. Nitro points can be used
to change gears by more than
one level and you can use a
boost vector in addition to the
selected current vector. Tyre
points let you shift gear down
by more than one level and do
special movements, which are
indicated by black arrows at the
end of the vectors. The pit wall
must be passed in second gear
with a speed limit. The first car
across the finish line, after the
previously agreed number of
laps, wins.
A visually very attractive simulation of car racing, which varies
a known mechanism – movement by placing segments for
distances – very well and innovatively. A lot of rule details
for maximum speed, penalties,
overtaking, pit stop and shunting attacks from behind provide
racing flair. þ

INFORMATION

active player will achieve a score
higher than 50 points.
When all dice have been rolled,
you score 50 points if you could
place all dice but must deduct
10 penalty points for each die
on the evasion cases. If you had
to use the “out” space, you only
score -20 points per die in the
“out” space. Then, independent
from the previous result, you
score points for color correlations, from 10 points for one correlation to 280 points for seven
correlations.
If you did bet on a result of more
than 50 points for the active
player, and the active player
manages to achieve this, you
score half the points scored by
the active player. If the active
player does not achieve the result and you did bet, you score
20 penalty points.
When all players have been active player three times, you win
with most points.
Zocken is a cute, quick, little
game, absolutely chance driven but fun and an ideal travel
game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: S. Albertarelli, D. Ghelfi
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: KaleidosGames 2018
www.kaleidosgames.com

EVALUATION
Car racing
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Movement by Octagon
System vectors * Very
attractive components
* Good rules details for
race flair * Car assembly
necessary
Compares to:
Worm Up and other race games with
movement via segment placing
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice rolling, result alignment
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Re-edition * Good travel
game * Very much chance
driven, scant tactics
Compares to:
Dice games with result
aligning
Other editions:
Currently none, 1998 Klee
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ZOCKENDE ZAUBERER / ZUG UM ZUG NEW YORK t

ZOCKENDE ZAUBERER

IMPS OR PEARLS FOR SPELLBOOKS
Mages gamble with treasures
– pearls or imps – for magical
items. You begin with two pearl
and one imp treasure as well as
two spells from the face-down
stack plus three phial markers.
At the start of a round, each
mage places one of his treasures face-down and can, in his
next turn(s), either add another
treasure on top of the other(s) or
begin the bidding phase for all

8

players. If you have no treasure
left in hand, you must begin the
bidding. To make a bid, you announce how many pearls OR
imps you believe you will be
able to turn up among the treasures stacked in front of all players. In your following turns you
can change the bid, from imps
to pearls or vice versa, or raise
the number or pass on bidding.
When all players have put down

ZUG UM ZUG NEW YORK

ROADS INSTEAD OF RAILS
From Brooklyn to Manhattan,
from the Empire State Building
to Chinatown, using the famous
New York taxi cabs instead of
trains, using track built on the
streets of New York, connecting
tourist attractions.
You have 15 taxi cabs of your
color and one – or optionally
two – target cards for connections between two destinations
in New York. Five taxi cards for
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transport cards are on display.
In your turn you select one of
three options: 1. You draw two
transport cards, either from the
draw pile or the display or from
both; cards taken from the display are replaced from the stack.
2. Use a track – you discard as
many cards in the given color as
stated on the board – multicolored cards jokers for any color
– and put taxis on the board on

at least one treasure and it is
again the starting player’s turn,
you can play one spell per round,
albeit only in the phase marked
on the spell. The spell becomes
active when nobody has played
a counter-spell. When all have
passed, the player with the
highest bid must “confirm” his
bid: He turns over one treasure
after the other - never twice in a
row from the same player – till
he has turned up the number
of treasures of the type he announced, thus meeting his bid,
or turns up a wrong treasure. A
met bid earns you a spell book,
a failed bid costs you a phial; at
the end of the round, you can
discard spells and all refill their
hand to two spells. If you discard
your last phial, you are out of the
game. You win with two books.
Bluff, expanded with spell cards
for action – a very nice version,
the spells provide information
and lots of sometimes rather
chaotic interaction. þ

INFORMATION

each track section for points at
the end of the game. For grey
tracks you can use one color of
your choice. 3. Draw target card
– you draw two cards from the
face-down stack for target cards
and must keep one or can keep
both. If, at the end of the game,
you have built track between
two locations stated on a target
card, you score the points from
the card. If you did not build
the track, you lose that amount
of points. Tracks build by one
player need not interconnect.
In your turn, you can only select
option 2 – use a track – once. At
the end of the game you score
target cards, the lengths of all
tracks you build and one point
for each tourist attraction that is
connected to your tracks.
New York is another well-made
and enjoyable version of the basic Zug um Zug / Ticket to ride
mechanism, featuring nice retro
graphic design and rules in the
style of a travelling brochure. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Lutz Stepponat
Artist: J. Sich, A. Stamm
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: LuPri 2018
www.lupri.de

EVALUATION
Bids, lucky guesses
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice variant of Bluff * Spells
introduce much interaction
and give information *
Tactic is possible, albeit
difficult
Compares to:
Bluff and games with bids on hidden
information
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Artist: Julien Delval
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publ.: Days of Wonder / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Track building
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de dk en es fi fr it nl
no pl se
In-game text: no
Comments:
Roads instead of railroad
tracks * Otherwise standard
mechanisms of the series *
Nice retro graphics
Compares to:
All other versions of Zug um Zug /
Ticket to Ride
Other editions:
Asterion (it), Days of Wonder (dk en fi
fr nl no se), Edge Entertainment (es),
Rebel (pl)
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PRESENTATION
GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

CITY OF ROME DER SCHREIN / THE SHRINE
Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designers: Matthew Dunstan, Brett J. Gilbert

CLAIM

CODENAMES XXL

Publisher: Game Factory
Designer: Scott Almes

Publisher: Czech Games Edition / Asmodee
Designer: Vlaada Chvátil

Starting with two city cards you build your version of Rome on
maximum 4x4 slots. In a round, you play: 1. Preparation - new action strip and new building cards. 2. Place builder on action strip;
costs and action points in relation to the emperor. 3. Actions: Select building; then build – with maybe buying additional points
– 1x building, using its function or taking influence markers, and
1x production from your productions buildings. After 14 rounds,
you score buildings, money and influence gained in scorings at
the end of some rounds. The Shrine is a temple card - no costs for
building, scoring 2 VP for each orthogonally adjacent building.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Five factions - Kobolde, Ritter, Untote, Doppelgänger und Zwerge - decide the succession of the King. In Phase I, you recruit
followers. The top card from the stack is turned up, the leader
and his opponent play a card, you must follow suit and special
abilities of factions are resolved. The highest card of the color
played by the leader or the leader win the revealed card for a follower. The loser draws a card from the stack for a follower. After
13 such rounds, you collect followers in Phase II - Again, both
play a card, the player in the lead goes first; the winner takes
both cards and after 13 rounds you add up your score. New edition. Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Two teams elect a Master Spy. 25 random code names are displayed. Master Spies place a randomly chosen code key into a
holder to determine positions of team agents, neutral persons and
the Assassin in the display. Master Spies alternate to give a clue of
word + number for the number of code names the clue is relating
to. When a team touches a code name and is correct, it can keep
guessing and the card is covered with the team color. If you touch
neutral agents or agents of the other team, your turn ends and
they are covered in appropriate colors. If you touch the Assassin
you lose the game for your team. Oversized edition with doublesized cards. Version: de * Regeln: de en + 27 languages * Text im Spiel: ja

Supplement for City of Rome for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Trick-taking game for 2 players, ages 10+

Word guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

ESCAPE ROOM DAS SPIEL SECRET AGENT
Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

ES WAR EINMAL … UNTERWEGS

Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
Designers: Richard Lambert, Andrew Rilstone, James
Wallis

KNETE FETE

8

Publisher: Megableu / Hutter 2018

8

Secret Agent Operation Zekestan is an expansion for Escape
Room das Spiel. Zekestan is an autocratic state and is rumored
to develop a secret, world-destroying weapon. As secret agents,
players collect information to avoid the ultimate catastrophe.
You need components from the core game and information
on the three stages from the expansion envelope. Each stage
is completed with a code garnered from solved puzzles; if you
enter all correctly, you win. The expansion also provides solution
cards for parts 1 and 2, the website offers the complete solution
and a supplementary story for a conclusion.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

Story telling, assisted by word cards. The words on cards must
be incorporated into the story and the story must end as determined by the end-of-story card. The narrator can be interrupted
by another player, either because he uses a word on a card of the
interrupting player, who then takes over the story. Or because
you interrupt with an interrupt card, provided the group symbol
on the interrupt card corresponds to the currently played card.
If you could shed all your cards and end the story in the correct
way, you win. Compact new design, can be combined with the
core game.
Version: de * Rules: de + 12 languages * In-game text: yes

Players form two teams; one player of a team is the modeler,
the others are guesser. The modeler of each team draws a card.
It can show one word, three words for selection or two words
on team dough color backgrounds; in this case, you form the
term in your color. On a signal, both modelers form their shape,
according to pre-agreed rules, for instance is it allowed to play
with the shape or make sounds etc. The team that is first to
guess its term, wins the round and removes part of the other
team’s dough with the stamp. The team that is out of dough first,
loses the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fi fr is se * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Version of „Es war einmal“ for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Shape-guessing game for 4 or more players, ages 8+

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE SPIELESAMMLUNG

MEINE FREUNDIN CONNI CONNIS LIEBLINGSSPIELE

YOU CAN’T STOP THROWING THOSE 4 DICE

2

5

8

Publisher: Haba
Designers: Annemarie Wolke, Christiane
Hüppner, Markus Nikisch, Johannes Zirm

Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Publisher: Open´n Play
Designer: Sid Sackson

A double-sided game board is the basis for ten beginner’s
games, using a variety of mechanisms – Picture Lotto, cooperative games using color dice, memory or stacking, Domino,
spotting, motor skills or stacking for practicing basic abilities
like memorizing, recognizing, assigning, spotting, colors, shapes
or motor skills. The starting age varies between two and three
years and the components can also be used for play without
rules; the boards can be used for Hidden Object searches and
first counting of details.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Conni is known from many games for children; here she presents ten games on two boards; Sleighing Hill and Playground.
Das Große Wetthüpfen und Auf geht’s zum Schlittenfahren! are roll
& move games, Plitsch, platsch, Regenwolke, Kater Mau Mau-Mau,
Conni Quartett and Aufgepasst und abgelegt! are card games. In
Kleiner Max you roll dice and bluff, in Käfer würfeln you only roll
dice; Dreierlei is a memo game, andWo versteckt ihr euch? is a dice
and memo game. Seven games are aimed at kids of ages 5+,
Aufgepasst und abgelegt! and Wo versteckt ihr euch? are suitable
for ages 6+, and Kleiner Max for 3-7 players, ages 7+.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game based on the probability of results from rolling two
dice, using corresponding column lengths. You roll four dice,
combine two each into a number from 2 to 12 and temporarily
mark them on the board. In a round, you can mark three numbers.
Afterwards, you can continue to roll and must advance one marker
in its column. If you cannot do so, your turn ends. If you voluntarily
stop rolling, you mark the position of the three temporary markers
with your colored markers and continue – if possible and desired
– in your text turn from those positions. If you reach the top of a
column, you close it for other players and win with three columns.
Version: kr * Rules: de en es fi fr it jp kr nl no pl se * In-game text: no

Game compilation for 1-3 players, ages 2+

Games compilation for 2-7 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-4 plyayers, ages 8+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Solo Play
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Two Players
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